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genetic divergence and hence speculate on the phylogeny of the 
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Chapter II introduces small mammals in the British Isles and two 

theories of origin of island forms, (a) glacial relicts and (b) human 

introductions. 	Clethrionomys is discussed in greater detail and 

Section C describes the islands and their voles. 

Chapter III contains methods of trapping, of animal husbandry and 

laboratory techniques and of recording and computing techniques. 

Technical details of electrophoretic methods are described in Chapter IV 

and results of an electrophoretic investigation of Clethrionomys. 

Low levels of protein polymorphism posed the question: Is this typical 
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Chapter VI analyses non-metrical skull characters in the three species 

and finds Clethrionomys to be more variable than Apodemus or Microtus. 

In Chapter VII Mahalonobis's Distances, Canonical Variate Analyses 

and another Distance measure are used to demonstrate degrees of 

relatedness between populations of Clethrionomys. 	Island races are 

as closely related to one another as mainland populations within the 

britannicus race. 	Greatest "distances" are between islands and 

inland mainland populations. 	It is suggested that island forms 

probably originated from glacial relict stock with subsequent 

migration to and from the mainland. 

A general discussion in Chapter VIII considers the apparent paradox 

of amounts of variability in Clethrionomys at different levels of 

biological organisation and goes on to discuss evolution in general. 
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ihoinroduc bion contains a oricL history of the art of 

systematics within the science of evolutionary biology from 

Lloto to present day multivariate morphometrics and most recent 

biochemical techniques. 	The problem of this thesis, an attempt 

to demonstrate the degree of genetic divergence and hence 

sreculate on the nhylogeriy of the British races of Cl0 nionnmvs 

glereolus, is presented. 

Chapter Ii introduces small mammals in the British Isles and 

two theories of origin of island forms, (a) glacial relicts 

and (b) 1umas introductions. 	Ole thndononvs is discussed in 

greater detail and Section C describes the islands and their voles. 

Chanter III contains methods of trapping, of animal husbandry 

and laboratory techniques and of recorfin: and com-outin techniaues 

Technical details of electroehoretic r.etbods are described in 

Chapter IV and results of an electrophoretic investigation of 

ClctJiononys. 	Low levels of protein nolyrnornhisn nosed the 

question: IS this typical of the Olethrioncnys genomet 

Chanters V and VI investigate this. 

B study of metrical variation in skull characters connoring 

t r'o 0 0 it 	none iu a a icroij 	owea aetr 	i 

co be less variable than either of the other snecies. 

Oneecer bIanalyses non—metrical skull characters in the three 

secies arid finds Clethrionoays to be more variable than 

a: Oicrotus. 



in 	iptr VII kalislonobis 	üistances, Co;nic::l Voriete 

riolvsen ond another Distance meLisure are used to demonotrote 

deCrees of relatedness between populations of Cietric:o'yn. 

isiond races are as closely related to one another as mainlend 

pooulo Lions within tiie britcnn cus race. 	reete;t 'c31;:;i;nnce& 

are between islands and inland mainland ponulotions. 	It is 

su ested that island forns probably originated from glacial 

relict stock with suaseouent migration to and from the mainland. 

A ::eiieral  discuasion in Chapter VIII considers the coparent 

paradox of amounts of varinbility in Clethrionoiys at different 

levels of biolodibal organisation and goes on to discuss 

evolution in general. 
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The iank Vole, Ole thr:ionomys gireoIus (0hreer), exists in 

Britain as one mainland and four island sub-species or races. 

The 	'or:ca of thonO ra COO arc a- iiy 'eso:iir;:h, C to  

facilicr with bank voles but the description of their differences-

is 

ifferences

is difficult and the theories of their origin confusing. 

This study is an atteunt to describe the differences between 

the nnitish forms of Clethrjcnonyp ninreclus using modern 

tuxononic technques in order to gain a better understanding 

of the nuturc of the variation, and to speculate on the origin 

of their differences. 

It is not easy to describe in exact terms the difference 

between one organism and another so that the next man will 

be able to understand and recognise the differences you have 

observed. 	Perhaps the oldest and most universal means of 

classifying and describing the nultiformity of 1\ature is by 

neans of the human language. 	in early stage in classification 

is found in Genesis 2, vv 19-20  So God formed out of the ground 

all ttj wild animals and all the birds of heaven, 	he brourht 

them to t- 1-.e man to' see what tie would call them, and whatever 

the man called each liv---  creature, that was its none. 

Thus the ma.n gave names to all cattle, to the birds of heaven, 

and to every wild animals'. 	(hew English bible) 	i nase or 

a word ... apulies not to a single object but to an array of 

individually distinct entities" (Dobzhansky, 1970). 
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Plato in 400 3.C. saw "the word" as the eidos or arcliei 	1 

fors of living things on earth and later the Pythagorean 

school taught that the essential quality of an animal or plant 

could be captured in a single drawing and its essence re)-iced 

to a numerical or geometrical dncription. 	This wan, at 

sta;c, of limited use in describing organisms and by the tine 

of Aristotle, the scene was set for a new way of thinhin. 

ristotlo systematised and amplified the thoughts of •lato and 

bocratea believing that the essences of living things wore 

embodied and expressed in the things we 	and the individuals 

we scat. 	He provided the intellectual framework of the Lirnaean 

claenification. 	Linnaeus, in the 13th Century, classified all 

living things into groups. 	lie was an Aristotelian realiab 

and maintained that biological species are real entities whose 

essences were created by God. 	Darwin (1809-1362) believed 

this tnese biological classifications 11rellect objectively 

ascertainable slusters or organic forms" (.Dobzharsky, 1970), 

he was fascinated by the diversity of living organisms. 

his and iallace 's theories on the origin of the great diversity  

of life are the foundations-- ones of modern evolutionary biology. 

mendel, working in the late 19th  Centur but not widely known 

until the early 20th Century, gave us an insight into the nature 

of the building blocks. 

In the 100 years since Darwin the focus of evolutionary studies 

has moved from a philosoohical and aestheticol asoreciation of 

life's variability to detailed studies of the genetic variability 

at the sub-cellular levels of organisms. 	But behind it all 

liCS the greet question concerning the nature of the evolutionary 

,)recess.diapson in 199  saw only one really universal trend 
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in evolution - that of adaptive rodintion; 	i:endency yor 

L ife to expand, to fill all the available spaces in tbo liveahie 

environments, including thone crrated by the procens of that 

expansion 4  tse1: 	faa expansion is by 'clano gene sis' (aenscn 

I 917) or 'littig' (;irnpsoii 	J3) 	an to a C vcrsico 1; on 

of ahylogenetic lineages. 	Cladogeriesis and bnagenesith (heasch 

10) or uhyletic evoluion' (imson, 19L1.9)  go together to 

mohe up tao evolutionary process. 	Alongside the grand and 

ohilosophicol views of such as feillhard de Chardin (1159) 

who in organic evolution saw 'only one event, the grand 

ortilogenesis of everything living toward a higher degree of 

immanent spontaneity', and ]"erg (1 969) "evolution is in a 

great measure an unfolding of are-existing rudiments", 

geneticists and molecular biologists have progressively 

focused on the miriutae of differences between smecies, 

nominations and individuals. 	many aspects 01 genetic earression 

have been scuuied Iron,  size eye colour and bristle numaerd to 

im:unoglobulins and DNA base sequencing 	until hyala (1976) 

can state with such conviction "The stupendous evolutionary 

changes occurring throughout the history of life, as well as 

the remarkable diversity of living organisms, are tie result 

of accumulated genetic char as, 

It seems important that in the study of the fine detail of 

organisms, the overall picture of evolution should not be lost. 

in atnay of evolution ougat to oc a oaance between an 

unienstancing of the essence or gestalt of organisnal form and 

an observational study of the nature and diversity displayed 

by or embodying that form. 	It is very easy to observe the 



L-aultiformity in nature but to grasp the essence is a greater 

achievement than to behold its evanescent expression" 

(bobzharvsky, 1975). 	This hope forms the basis of a new 

I axonoity. 

dyate:aLics has evolved as 	hc study of the kisa and Thvcrsity 

or organisms and tue relationships between them' (Selander, 171a) 

its urinary goal being the causal and historical analysis in 

terms of levels of integration designated as natural populations 

(hayr, 1969), 	Systematists from primitive man through Linmseus 

to usyr and a ;SOII have sought the same ends - to describe 

and name the natural groups or clusters of forms inbowhich 

all living organisms are divided, 	"The desire to abstract from 

the great variety of living organisms forms which ... are 

capable of abstraction as the archetypal form of some wider 

cal(-_-gory of shapes and sizes, is very deep-seated in human 

salure" (ilacklith and i?eyment, 1971). 	Taxonomy is concerned 

with the schemes of classification reflecting the diversity 

described by systenatists. 	The Thew taxonomy" (Elacklith and 

heyment, 1971) stems from fythagorean ideas which by no means 

died cut. 	They were modified and continued by fersian and 

Arabic-speaking rhilosonhers and then by mathematicians like 

Leonardo Fabosaccj of Pisa (12th Century) and artists such 

as lbrecht nurer (1471-1)10) and Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 

1519). 	Thec' passionate concern for the harmony of form led 

them to make sketches which reflected Fythagorean rre-occupscions 

wits form and yet an;icratea ese ideas of -d 'hrcy isomrson. 

Up to 1750  at had seemea proper to select characters for study 

on sristotelian 	priori principles but in 1759  Adanson produced 
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a radically new departure ailcbting equal i rriori weighting 

to all characters. 	Independently Scopoli (1777)  published 

a similar view on equal weighting. 	In Thompson 's (1 9'+2) works 

on allometric growidi, and that of huxley and Tessier (i96) it 

oc:....2 	cr00 tJ;t ahe 	oro1ot:Lgn of mrowt,h tiii 	woo 

to :d.rk a milestone in the history of the study of form. 

aeaoier(193h) was one of The first to use multivariate methods 

on invertebrates and Cousin (1961) extended this to the use 

of loctor analysis in studies of inheritance. 	These and 

Jolicoer (196)  then had placed nultivariate generalisations 

on an acceptable mathematical footing and thus cove rise to the 

conception of a new taxonomy. 

The uoe of this 	new taxonomy is perhaps the only way we can 

cone a a real understanding of evolutionary processes in came. 

hs evulution is a process in vast tiie only a palaeontologioc 

can see accurately the changes in fossil form in time, but his 

material is of a limited dimension and he can only speculate 

as cc tao mecuanisms involved in producing the cnanges. 

hoot evolutionary birlogists must look at the suectrum of 

diversity in space now and try to understand how it cones to be 

the way it is. 	fe can only lock, describe aid speculate and 

very rarely are we granted the mrivilege of seeing an evolutionary 

change in our time such as the srread of melarism in the Lenidootera 

uritain (Ketleweil, 1961) or the change in size and share 

of sparrows since They aere introduced to the U.i.i. (Johnston 

taxonomy based on a detailed understanding and delander, 1961+).  

of causes of the diversity of form must be a leading way into a 

true study of the evolutionary process. 
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Earlier studios of the diversity of form or morphology within 

taxo were inevitably based on such obvious characters as 

differences  of size or phase. 	The theorc-tical basis of 

quantitative genetics, the sbudy of differences of degree 

rather than of kind, is firmly 	cd on endetian prO0ip es 

of inheritance as applied to populations, and was established 

around 1920 by The works of Fisher (1916), haldane (19?1+-32) 

and 	rigiit (1921 ). 	dis on ion of the current theor:,r can 

be found in Falconer (196+). 

Also firmly based on a foundation of Hendelion urinciples wes 

tile development of qualitative genetics. 	The term "genetic 

polymorphism" was defined by Ford (191+0)  as 'the occurrence 

Lo;ether in the same habitat of two or more discontinuous forms 

of 'phases" of a species in such proportions that the rare,-,-  

of them cannot be maintained merely by recurrent mutation". 

The existence of polymorphisms in populations is a readily 

observable manifestation of the diversity within each geacac 

and has been known to exist throughout evolutionary time, e.g. 

Careen banding nolymorphism has existed since the fliocena (diver, 

1929). Huxley  (1955)  and Ford (191+0, 1965)  review earlier 

work on rolymorphisms. 

Hoth qualitative and quantitative genetics are much used and 

invalus 	tools for the investigation of causes and mechanisms 

involved inphyletic evolution, and, when incorporated in 

;axonomic studies, rrovide us with the basis for rhylogeneu:Lo 

or clanogenetac speculation an, -,- 7  the construction o: evolumnanary 

trees. 	Itudies of both quantitative and qualitative genetics 

contribute to an understanding of the morphology of organisms. 
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'itorphology is defined as the study of the form and structure 

of an organism or any of ito ports ... Since rrotein molecules 

are the principle morpuol ical units of the anisal body at the 

molecular level oz. organisation, it follows tho a toir form 

and structure ore os r 	ven L. as orem o:L onotic rond 	yloí;onetio 

inor(1otion as ore the muscles, bones, organs, skin, hair, 

feathers and other structures which themselvem are composed 

largely or entirely of protein molecules." - (Sibley, 1962) 

that. genetic variation can be ecoressed through altered en.zyrrio 

activity lies beon arureciated since the days of Gorrocl (1923). 

Since multiple enzyme forms with similar functional properties 

were first described by horkert and keller (1954)  such 

isoenzyme variants have been observed in a large variety ol' 

organisms from bacteria to mae. 	(Peviews in the Symposium of 

.ultiple holeculs.r forms of hazynes (Ann. .",.Y. Acad. SoS. 1961); 

thaw (1)65); Harris (1966). 	Lewontin and Hubby (1966) and 

narrai3 (1966) first introduced the use of these techniques to 

population biology and systematically attempted to measure 

genetic variation in natural populations by screenin them 

electrorhoreticaliv for a'bandomly selctei samole of rro;eins". 

the enormous quantity of similar worl: is widely reviewed, e. 

Lush (1970); Selander and Jonson (1972); Lewontir,  (1974); 

Harl:ert (1975); het.(1q75); Powell (1975). 

Ilore recently many improved bioche-mical' 
	

hove led 

to tie discovery of even greater amounts of genetic variation. 

Such techniques as ti)e determination of the amino-acid sequences 

of eroteins having the same functional activity in different 

organisms, vrious immunological techniques ana the comison 
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of DNA base sequences by hybridisation studies hove sore ahan 

fulfilled Crick's prediction - 'biologists should realise 

tiiat before long we shall have a subject  which miqht be called 

'protein taxonomy'" (Crick, 	however, sophisticated as 

bhoae techniques may ho, 	y are still laborious and expensive 

nab, so far, it is only electrophoresis which has been widely 

used in population studies of molecular diversity in orbanisnis. 

banynes as studied by electrophoresis are not terribly useful 

phylog'eiietic bools because they bre known to vary considerably 

across species in places other than at their active sites. 

Various heat-denaturation and ph differentiation s budies have 

revealed great diversity within enzymes of identical electra-

phoretic mobility, e.g. bernstein et al (1973); Siagh et al 

but at present the electrophoretic techniques are as 

near as we can get to the genes in routine taxonomic studies, 

and the use of thorn as a measure of genetic diversity in 

organisms at various levels of phylogenetic divergence is a 

valid taxononic tool. 	Ayala (1975) reviews several studies 

Oil 'Genetic Differentiation during the SpeciationProcess" and 

various people have looked at groups of organisms at different 

estimated distance's from their points of divergence, e.y. -Richmond 

and bobzhansky (1976 ). 	They say "recies in natu descendi 

are 	...latively rare, perhaps because the critical a tages of 

the speciation process are rassed rather rapidly. 	The nuDer- 

species oi brosorhila saulistorum is an exanrole of a form caught 

in these critical stages at. our time level. 	It is in the process 

O f evolving into six serni-soecien or inciient srecies". 

ourQs (197) studied genetic alilerentiation associated with 



the early states of apeciation in the mullen nroup of bromouhl 

and analysed amounts of genetic changes involved in t'r:e stens 

from p0mb tion to sub-race to race. 	Ayebn ( 976) reviews 

these and other similar studie. 

It does appear that Lie only organisms that are ranidly evolving 

at the moment are those small, brown, insignificant and non- 

specialised ones such as 	eacnil., sparrows, some iioths, 

various snail rodents and it is not by chance that most of the 

studies of evolution have been carried out on these. 	(eneticists 

like vaniation) 	ieros,.sc:un is an exampi: of a rapidly evolving 

genus and has been described as a vlfascinatinE example of 

evolution in action" (iroun, 195 7,. 	Shaw (1964) says of 1-erorscu 

manioulatus; 	se have almost come to 

 

the conclusion that tnere 

is not an enzyme anywhere in this delightful creature that 

does not vary". 	ilso among the small, brown rodents, Voles 

are a rapidly evolving, geologically 'young' groun of mammals 

(f.owalski, '97O). 	howalski, in a -paper on variation and 

speciation 15 fossil voles, desc.ribes examples of unusually 

nags var1aoi1ty in di:erent stages a: voles neological 

history and discusses whether this unusual variability precedes, 

or is a result of, speciation. 

it seemed appropriate to use modern -techniques of both 

electropsoresas and muztivarlate morphometnics on some present-

day iritish descendents of these 'rapidly evolving' organisms, 

the various races or sub-species of Cietirionorys glareolus, the 

baud: vole. 	I hoped during tiis study to shed light on the degrees 

of genetic divergence and hence to speculate on the phybogeny and 

evolution of a group of animals of disputed taxonomic rank. 
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CibThh II - Small mammals in the British Idea with :;oecial 

reference to the Bank Vole (Ole thriono:'a Hj;rio3ns 

(shreber)) 

Section 	- S:;a-ll mammals in the British Isles 

Section C - The Islands and their Bank Vole races 

Section n - Small Ponmials in the British Isles 

The hritish Isles are mB ited by a unique nd hiBLl: varied 

fauna."Twenty-four species of wild laud nanimal are distributed 

unequally over hundreds of islands' in Scotland alone (B:urray, 1973). 

Table 1 demonstrates this variation giving details of the 

smaller mammal distribution throughout the 'estern Scottish 

Islands. 	The situation is even more complicated with the 

inclusion of the alsh blonds. 	buxton end Lockley (1960)  write 

'It is remarkable that, of the three main is-'ands (Skomer, 

Skokholm and harracy) off this part of the Pembrokeshire coast, 

ukomer alone .cros an enlarged caSk vole, nxokuolm man only the 

house mouse (introduced) among truly small mammals, while 

eamsey has shrews and Wijt appear to be typical cororon bans- 

olas' 	The overall distribution of s nil r 	ls over the 

britisu isles looks lane a widespread and random scattering of 

animals across the "Islands wit--, the only common trend acing 

a tendency for there to be larger numbers afnd a greater variety 

of shecies on the bigger inner islands such as Skye, Bull; 

the Isle of kan. 

Ever since small mammals were observed on islands there has been 

much speculation and controversy as to how they got there, and 
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Table 1 	Disbributjon of small mammals in the Scottish 

Jestorn Islands (from Nurroy (1973)) 

Connon Sbr(n,i - Giha, Jura , hull, i.ssy , S. Sono ( ;ah-snocies 

on Islay). 	None on Cuter hebrides. 

i-imy Shrew - on all main islands. 

ma tor Shrew - NulTh, Skye, 	asay. 

Hodgehos 	- only on some isnor isles, notably hull. 

hC) les 	- none in hebrides until 1300. 	Introduced to hull 

by shju dumnin earth ballast from Norvern. 	Have since 

apr a a d. 

alma amid brown hare - on both imr arid outer isles. 	(ice t:L 

and Irish sub-species on Islay, Jura and Null.) 

ha -̀, .its 	- introduced to all larer islands in aediaeval 

tines; by 15+9  were numerous, 

Short-tailed vole - common vole of all islands except Lewis 

and h'aasay. 	Is the Sebridean sub-species ::icrotus 

anresies exsul. 	Furta: sub-species on is1cy, Giphe, 

5Ill hulk. 

Bank vole 	- absent from Hebrides except Snascy and hull where 

it exists as separate sub-siecies. 

hiali mouse - imocien:unsylvaticus sylvaticus on Skye but all 

other islands have I. s.hebridensjs. 	Hum and St. Ljida 

have their own sub-species. 

Stoats and weasels - only on inner islands. 	Jura and Islay 

have sioct sus-species. 	mnere are stoats on sioc; inner 

islands arid weasels 0n 
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Table 1 	contd. 

iine-marten - on aasay onlj (j:) 

Otters 	- all over. 	The orlr cornivore on t'.-.,e Outcr 

Lebrides. 

- only on Skye. 	It was on Lull end Probably 

otnor islands until 1O0. 

Pole-cats 	- died out. 	Used to exist even in the Outer 

lebridos. 
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why they are different from, or similar to, oter groups on 

other islands or the mainland. 	Tho two main arguments used 

uu a. an on u muitnuuao ci ei area;s, ocj en, sue-species 

anJ ancan are:- 

i Yhe islona for:.m are ro-H'___el.relnt, 	The Ic-c hheet 

of the last Ice Age in the ileistocene Period 600 thousand to 

10,300 years ago covered britain as far south as the Wash but 

was not temporally or spatially continuous and there were many 

pockets where aiii;aals and plants could have survived (eirrie, 

1952; sent, 1968; 	Darling, 1955) 

ii The island forms have been introduced by man. 	There is 

recent historic and anecdotal evidence for this on many islands. 

I oa example; house mice were introduced to Skokholm in the mid- 

idOOs (berry, lSEL). 	Poles were introduced to hull in 1800 

(Purray, 1973)  and Pabbits to bkomer within historic times. 

crofter lady on kausay told me a story of how a wood mouse 

junned into her bag after some cheese while she was visiting 

ncr sister at aunvegan on skye, ann umred out when she 

arrayed home to muasay! 	murray (1973) sugiests that 'e whole 

niatern 01 ... mammals on the islands off the coast of britain 

sue-t cnance introduction as the main source of tne daferences.' 

berry, working on island forms of Anodemus sylvaticus argues 

with one conceivable exception (A. sylvaticus kil(',ensis of 

st. ilda) the 15 races or sub-species in the hebridea.n and 

Shetland groups of islands 	could not be -pre-glacial survivors 

t as ..uch more nrooale tact they were intrao-u-ced by mar±, 

and the Vikings or teieir descendants seem the most likely 

age-.us (aerry, l96bband 1975). 
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The British forms of hicrotus (the short-tailed vole) are less 

numerous than those of ipcdes us but the situation is equally 

complex. 	There are two suecies 11. orca.densis which is 

split into five sub-species on the Orkney Islands and 

ircstss which is d:Lvh. P 	[o two sub;pocies 	er;Thc tu 

in northern Britain and h.a .hirtus in the south. 	HT arrison- 

1Latthews (1968) gives a detailed but speculative description of 

the origin of thee forms. 	Figs. 1 & 2 give maps of Britain 

showing the distribution of the various races and sub-species 

o± hpoder:ius sylvaticus and kicrotus omrestis. 

The bank vole (Tlethrionomys alareolus) presents a. rather less 

complex situation (see Fig. 3, 	a man of the distribution of 

its races). 	The main problem at the outset of this study 

was to investIgate the relationships between the island and 

mainland races of Clethrionomys in Britain and thus attemot to 

throw some light on their origin and subsequent evoLtion. 

fecticu B - Tne Bank Vole (Cletrionompsi.Loolus (Shreber, I 972)) 

Bed field vole (Buglish); killmouse (Scottish); (Na gaelic 

name); Llygoden guttair macs (.:elsh) or red-hacked vole 

(iaiterican inglish). 

Thc Task House of Lritainll was first described is 1232 by 

larreli who believed it to be new to science. 	It was soon 

comucred with soecimens from other countries but was obviously 

a recognised sub-species. 	The species sloreolus is usually 

:ounu in wooded asricts tnroughout corean and temuerate .furore. 

In britain it tesos to anhacit the scrub edg: between woodland 

cure or cc ..os wits crc 	c that, alihoush abundant 

where it occurs, it ass a notch; and restricted distribution. 
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dlethrsonoriys •d'lareolus is a. microtine rodent which 'saer.:s to 

form a connecting link Letweon voles and mice" as ib is 'the 

most mouse-like of all our voles ,boah i:. form and general 

habits' 'illais, 190-6, Vol. II p.  237). 	It U onrgstot lie 

sub.-.ordci' 	ui-al 	which is divided into - 

Panily GTljiAU (voles) 

Poi.ily 	UmliLE 
	

(mice and rats) 

Yam ily GLIhIDAE 
	

(dormice) 

these contain 13 british saecjos (includinp some recent 

introductions). 

- 1 species of bank vole, 1 species water vole, 

2 species short-tailed vole. 

- 2 species wood mouse, 2 species house rouse, 

1 species harvest mouse, 2 species rat, 1 species musk rat. 

GLI.iLE 	- 2 species dormice. 	 (Rarrison—ratthcwr966) 

vr since the yenera of voles were described in the early 

1800s there has been much confusion in classifyinT the various 

forms. 	shea bank voles were first described they were ca:ed 

'c•m (i6 i) then hynudseus (1631) and Lvotomys in 167k, 

barreat-amihtan, 1910-21). 	killer (1912) assigns specific 

status to several o± the races and this status was retained 

when the name was changed to Clethrioncmys in the early 1900s. 

.ost recent descriptions (arnison-matthews, 10,6 Cr  call the 

island forms sub-species or races althou'h Palany and hisha (6c) 

conclude the hull form does not even merit snb-suecihio sunk. 

1663) defines s:ecies as drosus of actually or notentially 

in :arcaniny natural populations, which are reproductively 

isolated :rom other sacs groans'. 	That they are Potentially 
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caab1e of intcrbreedinp Las bacs Cconsrated by :tavea  

and Aldcr( 1973) in the laboratory and by Godfrey (hers. Coaa. 

in a simulated wild situation. 	That the races prefer to 

mote with their c.'n kind (Godfrey, 1 999; Jo ason, i era. hors. 

su 	co c tho OUb-SE cific rank. La wQll OL:corUod . 	The currently 

accepted riarces for the british forms of Clo, rionomys are: - 

C. -lareolus or:Lttanbcus (brireoer, ldYo) (votomyc hercyracUs 

arittanicus, iiier, 1900) - kainland ritain 

"ba:oolua ta;cni (BarrctL-Kauilton and bin ton, 1919) - Lull 

C. bareolus skomerensis (Barrettkauilton, 1903) - Okonier 

C. lareoius caesarius (killer, 1908) - Jersey 

. glareolus erica (L3arret-hamilton and Hinton, 1913) - 

See map above (big. 3 ) for their distribution. 

Considering how these races cac to be, beirne (1952) Jives 

an excellent description of the Ice ige kelict argument. 	(I 

have altered his crecific to sub-soecjfjc status) "Certain british 

sub-species of bank voles of the genus Clethrionomys represent 

a Celtic Land population 	(Lhe Celtic Land was an ice- 

:rae region nest andSouth-west oi tao aritisi Ice aneets. 

belt of land bordering the atlantic sea coast, broadened to 

the south to include a large area of low-lying land between 

the present south coast of Ireland and north coast of France. 

host of it is now covered by sea but it included some of the 

Hebrides curing tee Third Glacial Phase (Beirne, Ca. 	T) •  

beirrie states that the four british Island sub-species of 

Jlatarioncmys c,  boreolus are closely related to one another and 

to tae ocreo-aluine C. g. no eri not four'e in oneuritish Isles. 
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"e early history of tno so sub-species prooably was similar to 

that of the Irish hare (leans i:: cus) ... i.e. they ore 

descendents of a poaulation that was isolated on the bess 

steprcs of north-central .hurope durin; a glac ial phone. 	On 

the retreat oi the ice this paruiaL±on divided ond Lhe smaller 

poubations so produced retreated northwards into the mountains. 

A subsequent glacial advance drove the Alnine and northern 

nuropean populations onto the beam steppe, and the poaulation 

inhabiting ti.-at region developed into C.n. nnori. 	at the 

same time the population inhabiting the british Isles was driven 

westwards to survive the glacial phase on the Celtic hard. 

Later when the ice retreated, 0g. na.ncri retreated northward 

in burope and, into the Alpine region. 	The simultaneous rise 

in sea-level divided tie Celtic Land ponulation, which by that 

tine had developed independently, into four smaller populations, 

WiiCfl have since aevebo-oeu independently of each otner into 

iaasay, isuli, 	omer aria Jersey voles respecively. 

later date in the Ice Age, perhaps at i,he tine the 

Celtic Land population was divided,  the british bank vole, 

C. slareolus (hritanaiaus) invaded britain from the Continent. 

At that tine britai 	;as joined to Prance. 	Cur- --tin- this 

hyrotbosis is the discovery of fossil Clathrionorrys that have 

been claiaed to be of the nameni fo rm in mainland britain 

Pleistocene deposits. 	C. i,britannicus does not occur 

in the fossil deaosits at 	 Kent, until the late Pleistocene 

where it occurs alongside fossils of the older naseri aroup. 

(::arrison-l':atthew,i968). 	The abundance of rre-glacial flora on 

aasay (uariing, i)) also snuncras tao :auict riyrotaesls. 
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The other theory about the origin o 2 di:fferent forms c  inionds 

is cheir random introduction by han and subsequcn :Lndcrmndeet 

evolution. 	In dco lanJ there is no record of man until post-

times around 6,400 _,.C. and he was not in Le iiebridoa 

unt:Ll ,300 I. d. 	the mid-Ablantic period ( hurroy 1)75). 

At this time tnere were forests of birch and hazel scrub - 

ideal bank-vole habitat, 	theoretically voles could have been 

introduced to the ,dcdttisb Islands any time from arouncL 100O -,.C. 

(Until then the human ponubation was very low (itkinsoa, 1962). ) 

5,000 years or perhaps 10,000 generations is srohahly ample 

time for them to have evolved such differences as are manifest, 

berry (1969b)suggests the khum ponulation of podemua s:vatcvs 

has only been there for 500 years and this race is the most 

distinct and distant from all the others. 

all bhese islands knasay, hull ikomr and Jersey are fertile 

and desirnene places for man to save or at least to graze has 

livestock so there could have been repeated introductions of 

voles onto the islands durin the history of their use or 

occupation by man, 

in argument against the relict Lyrothesis is given by brown (1957) 

in a naper on Centrifugal speciation, 	brown cites many cases, 

Inciucang tne Ole ttrnonomys sicuation, where animals a; the 

peraphery of their range tend to be more extremely cifferent. 

This is rejected by Cook (1961), 	Corbet (1961) sug;ests on his 

0vince tasticrotus were relicts but not 0lethr or:'- 
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The bank vole situation is cori-olex and unresolved. 	I had 

hoped at the onset at ...is E±udy to invest` 	tae three 

or ern benk vole sub-species using one of the more modern 

bicaha:.n.cnl to anniquc;:; referred to ifl the introduction, namely 

olostropiioros:im. 	This attest 	wi1 he shown in hop tor IV, 

was unsuccessful. 	Differences between races and sub-species 

in the post have been described in terms of n150501  longer 

than or equal to diaste:i:a 	plus a skull or hind-foot length 

and a coot descrirtion (miller, 1912). 	felany and Bishop (1960) 

measured various aLciects ci te coat., cony size and snull. 

Co:-bet (196L+) iCokint to: attic: itthoc1 of measuring vorzetaon 

that might help in the interpretation of funk Vole sistory 

devised a table of seven characters which rougils diagnoses 

each form (see Table 2). 	felony et ii in later rapers used 

a few s!:ull measurements in multivariate analyses to investigate 

island forms of 	ademus sylvaticua (Delany, 1965;  Delany and 

Healy, i96 - and  1957; Delcay and c;hitta.ker, 1969). 	Festins 

(1575) noci mandible meahnrements to distinguish between inbred 

lines of mice and ferry in many pa-pers has used a measure of 

distance based on scores of skull characters in hum and 

npodtmus (ferry 1966 for references; ferry 1965s, 1973 and 1975). 

intention was to measure the diatance' between the various 

island sub-snecies and that of the mainland using several tyres 

of :-acrahologicai measurements and multivanicic ans.Jses. 	these 

will all be discussed in detail in the followiig chante:-s, 

t attempted to take samples of voles iron the two icottish and one 

.eisn aslanas from populations on the mainland coast as near as 

pccaib.e to cc Ci. island anal Trot-, several random places inland. 
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Tahlc 2 	The diar~nostic features of races 4 

Ulethr - :nois 	areo1.us 	- 

os:uro 	 i-in:ncL 	±slnd of 	 of 	IoLnU of 

	

Daft ai:-1 	i.ufl 	 557 	hI:oaer 

1 	olour of 
srsal Fur Dull Dull Dull Driht 

 folour of 
fetral Fur Duff Luff Duff 

 bize of 
hind Foot 17.nm 17. 8nm 17  17. Prrn 

. Dasals - 
osterior halves Toperin:: facering foperinr- ara 	lel 

aided 

 Lons. of skull 
of adults in 2.2nr- 21--.2:n 22--.2r-' :; 21+.2;n 
or r in 

 Lj 	inner ridde of 
(extent of its 

projection beyond 
tie precodin 150 150 150 150 
aroove 

6. kelative width of 
anterior palatine Narrow Ihedjum harrow harrow 
foranina 

fro,, Corbet (196L) 



The next section describes the islam 	anc their bank voles 

in greater detail. 

Sec ion C - The Islands and tThir Pnk Voles  

,an'y 	Sic Ls.1.nd of Oaiz; 	_Pc:; botweon triO 	of 

and mainland Britain in north-west Scotland. 	It is 14 miles 

long and approximately two miles wide increasing to four miles 

at the foot. 	Because it lies in the lee of Skye its abundant 

vegetation is a demonstration of whet can barren in the mild 

north-west climate when the force of the westerlies is broken. 

Calcareous sedimentary rocks of the dUrO.SSSC and iriassic 

periods are of local ecological inrortancegiving rise to 

oases of fertame soil and greenery. 	most of these support a 

combination of well-cultivated (or cultivable) arable land and 

pasture and give a varied coastisac with an obunance 01 

deciduous woodland and rich flora. 	The impression of life on 

Faa say is one of rich diversity and a bundance in a mild, warm 

and sheltered climate. 	Perhaps the beat description is from 

Darling and Boyd (1964). 

The island  of haasay between Skye and the mainland is 

ecologically diverse. 	The diversity arises from a comalex 

and varied geology with Torridonian sandstones, Lewisian gneiss 

tertiary granite •uurassio nimesonea and other sediments. 

Jtns nas a procound effect on tc dnsornbuton of alants cnn 

i 	s 4  n 	 o. t _  habitat. 	-L"-. oi4c 	e i° - no  has 

been further diversified by Fcc coniferous - ants ciorn at the 

ao say Forest. 	here are patches of :cec:ral scrub woodland cad 

and numerous lochans and streams on bedrocks of contrasting 

character. 	The community of small birds is rich and the 

noasay vole is distinct from that on the mainland, 



There are no short-tailed voles on haas:y and the wood-mouse 

and hoassy vole are the only herbivourous co.ipetitore 

diverse and varied island. 	ILO hoa nay vole C. c'.  orica wan 

firut described in 1913, .avoUon:a;__orion, by n.u. hontaguc 

(bectharhon :ad iotcn, 1ib). 	true secimen  

3. of nritjci iaaseum doll; ction. 	it was called ericn" 

because the three arecinens trapped were in big heather. 

It reseables d.alstoni in :teneral appearance and colour '-)u 

is slightly heavier, has a zoore robust tail, and the ventral 

surface mucu more heavily washed with buff, in sharp contrast 

with the dark brown of the flanks nd upper surface of the tail' 

darret-Hamilton and Hinton (1910-20). 	Thrlv descriptions made 

such of the larger size of the nw of all tno island s-oocies - 

thought to be an adaptation for eating coarser herhage 	hteveri 

in herrison-katthews satcs Tae size difference between the 

aasay and mainland bank-voles amounts to between 15 and 20 

ner cent in length and about 100 per cent in weir t"  

I first encounter with tne Inasay vole is quite a shock after 

handling the small and delicate creatures of th. mainland. 

It is huge and gross, seeming much wilder with irusense jaws, 

and an colour, size and general eel certainly reminded me 

inatantly of the Cnaueri specimens I had encountored in the 

ndinburgh vole colony. 

thenearest place on the moi±iland to Iaasay is prlecross which 

is alnost an island in itself. 	Apulecross is a luxuriant haven 

surrounded on taree sides by high desolate moorland and on one 

side b tne sea. 	Until very recently the only way into 

;ule crass was either by sea or over the 2,500  ft ealacn no.. 



Like the pockets on hansay the fertile soil of ILplecross derives 

from calcarcous sedimentary rocks and allows unexpected lushness 

and fine hrowLh of trees. 	I was told in Applecross Of people 

who had rented grazing on heasay and hhono but visits to an. 

from naaoc;,y &nri Appicrosa have pibly always boon less 

frequent than between haasay and Portree on Skye. 	it is quite 

likely then that small mammals in Applecrosa might well have 

ee 	almoat as isolated as the island populations. 

hull 	'inc ialasd of hull was part of mainland horvern when 

the Loch Linaho -CO, forced north, cut the sound of hull, 

now only two miles wide. 	the island is mountainous-, rising 

on hen ore to ,170 ft to which the big hills are concentric. 

null's main mass is volcanic rock with Tertiary larvas piled 

on top of earlier home schist between which lies a thin 

spread of dretaceous and other sediments. 	The friable rock 

ha given hull a well-drained soii, much c' it ranking "ith 

tac most fertile in the hiohhs:d area (hnrrnm, 976). 	The 

east cons 	nearest iorvern is Of south highland character, 

well-eroded low iowa ana giving way to grassy hill slopes above. 

in norta enc 01:..u-', l consists of green, even terraces with 

occesnonal gullies. 	'IreeS 01 t:ony kinds grow well In Inc 

sheltered parts of hull on this base-rich SOjI from the volcanic 

rock _ad reaca extraordinary lu::uriance and ceauty at CarSOig 

ia:rcn the south coast ci' the islandu (harlins and hoyd, 96k). 

Sn hull the aburidailce and distribution of small mammals is 

sinilr to tnot on the mainland (Delany, 19 ). 	_here is much 

less of the feeling of being on an island on hull than on the 

other islands, perhaps because the mainland is so close to 

two of its three sides, and perhaps because it is so large. 
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The hull vole, C.c.alntoni, was first described in 1913  from 

specimern; taken in uns 1912 by k.W. Shepuord (Earret-homilton 

and inton, 	1a). 	Cyuc specimen No. 1. 1. 30. 	. of british 

kuseum Collection, Llsion 's bank idouse, ivotomy.. k1 stoni, ss 

described by barrot-homilton and lijaton (191 O2O) an "a cuite 

distinct form of comparatively larger size, but with relatively 

short ears aid tail and oeculisr skull. 	Ifl general Size it 

is ... larger than glareolus but smaller than skomeronr-i.n. 

the tail and ears are bout as in glareolus, the hind feet as 

in ,. sKorierensis. 	the colour is similar to tast of adults 

Of the deapl1r tinted forms of gloreolus being deep 'russet' shove, 

the under-side richly washed with yellowish or buffy tints". 

first imuressions on handling the hull vole were that it was 

like on overgrown mainland type and certainly didn't apmesr as 

different from the mainland voles as did, those on nas say and 

ikoner. 	helany and bishop (19CC) suggest "the bull and 

mainland vole are apparently of the same stock and that 

a. aistoni 

 

should not cc ranked as a sun-species dastanca 

from C. a, britannicus 

"he nearest a,srt of the mainland to boll iskorvern - very 

sinilar :eologically and ecologically to bull. 	It also has 

rockets of Jurassic limestone among basalt deposits and iaoine 

schists and once suuaortei a ateat oak forest. 	the oaks, rhioh 

-icr e striaed for the borne Thrance have bean rerlacod by 

tne lane coni-ferous stands of Jumnary and nrdornasn. 
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Skose::: 	Skomor lies at the nouthorn horn of the beautiful 

ht. bride s hey , Jeobrokeshire , w:Lth no lend to the south-west 

to orotect the island froni Atlantic gales and swells. 	The 

clinote is extremely mild, the rainfall lower than in any other 

district of dc.jt 	-o 	tia W ihcr 	 , with 

gales of short duration, brief rainstorms and hardly any frost." 

Skc'r Island guide published by i. dales haturalist Trust. 

It is a tableland of principally grey igneous rocks, 200 ft 

above sea. level - part of the sbmerine reef which runs west 

froi 1-esbrokeshire mainland breukin the surface at hkomer, 

Grshol and bije dmalls. 	it is only i-)- x 1 mile (722 acres) 

in size but has been occupied bj men certainly since 1st cci. bury 

b.C. and perhass earlier, even since 8 9000 B.C. (Grimes, 1:d). 

it is a bleak and wind-swept island with an abundant cover of 

brachen and wood sage and virtually no trees. 	Although the 

form has been unused for many years rabbits have been farmed 

there since Kornan times and are extremely numerous, there being 

no predatory mammals on Ckome, 	The impression is of a 

atrange ens unuauolly monotonous vegetation - very different 

from the tvrij of the neighbouring mainland coast. 

ibbe ikomer vole, C. m. ckomerensis was first described b: 

nosert b:ne (1d96), a meraoer of Cardiff naturalists Soclety. 

In an adnbreso entitled A 1-ilgrinage to Golgotha' he said, 

.0 caugat :.o.ny voles, which, so far as I understand, do not 

agree with either of the two possible ones found in this country. 

it is very like • . . 	ba- - vole (icrotus 	nreoiss) but is 

:such larger and I cannot make ita teeth agree with Lycbieker ... 



In 1903  Barret-hamilton ac;orded it specif:Lc rank based. on 

specimens Ca ht hi Cr, 	. . hills of Iiverfordwet . 

specmen Lu. 3. 7. +. 3, of british Iduseum Collection. 	lIe 

(nrrct-Lomil'ton 1910-12) decries hvotom -1s ok.orierenoio as 

	

from to 	Inca .anb 	in it Thcrgo' sivg, in 

the exceptionally light and bright colour of the upPer side, 

which is in sharp contrast ,to the buffy white under-side; in 

its lsre, massive skull, and in the complicated form of d?. 

In its behaviour the Skomer vole is very different from any 

0  theothor races and gives the appearance of extreme docility 

ant, tameness. 	It is sup,gested (hldar, 1975)  that 	tendency 

to pause or freeze under stress is an adaptation to solely 

avian oredabors on Skomer, 

Ci.o nearest landia1 olace on the mainland to ;tkomer is a bay 

called .artin's haven - a pebble beach inlet in.,  the' cliffs. 

LisLe.. h, eoloicali,, tne mai:lniid coast here and bkomor are 

similar, the difference in veLesation is remarkable. 	Landing 

on the mainland after the monotonous desolation of hkomcr is like 

ovia into tJpine pastures from the edge of a glacier. 

To surrsnarisc the situation, 	The pdlytyic Luropean snecies, 

C. r'lareolus has been divided by Larrison-hattLews (i9ot and 

others into two groups. 	the 'laraolus mroun which includes the 

rntisr1 naineana sub-specaes, C. '. oritanaicus, ann sac nori 

group 	iCa inciunes sac araslsa is±and suc-specles a. r, 

ere'ss and C 	Cof3C' 	( lsrioui I 

obtained no wild-caught voles from ersev S measured skulls or 

C. . ceesarana Ta 	 a_oag with some of the otner 

:1 	S_ sub-sueTea 	aT C. a a. 	 The problem is to 

considr it this division is justified, if the island forms are 

more coaey relsedo one an 	 C." .than and to C.. an marl tnan tney 
are to the mainland rorri. 
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ThP III 	- 	.;thods 

Section A - Trapning 

Description of traps 

i'rapping technique 

c ) 	iAndlin; tpped animola 

d) hoasuring animals and recording dato in the field 

a) harking animals by toe-clipping 

f) Travelling 

ummary of apping 

Sctjon 	- Animal husbandry and. Laboratory Tecnicues 

Keeping and breeding 

.ecning 

bleeding 

Killing, rIensuring and preparing tissues 

Preparing skulls 

heasuring skulls. (note only) 

ecordang data 

Section C - Lecordinc and Computjn lechnicues 
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Section 1. - 	arroing 

a) rJOOcriDtiori Of trap; 

The most popular and widely used live trap imbritain is the 

Lonworth ;ra 11 	 ';L'hQ ai -  ±plaeonaes 	ruc -on 

of tue traps were evolved at the Bureau of Animal Porulatons, 

SxJcrd (Chitty and Kempson 15L19) and they are now manufactured 

y Loagworth Scientific Instrument Co., Fadley ?oad, Abingdon, 

This aluminium tra is made of two sections (see Fig. 	), 

a tunnel and a nest box, 	fl:o animal enters the tunnel, 

the entrance of which is 50 mm x 62 mm which effectively 

excludes rodents above 60 g weight, and in passing into the 

nest box at the end has to step a an adjustable treadle which 

closes and locks the door behind it. 	A ball of hay and some 

Crain placed in the nest box enables the trapped animal to keep 

warn:, dry and fed until the trap is examined. 	These traps are 

ligt (210 ---s), efficient and relatively weatherproof, and can 

easily be carried in a light -woiht aluminium box that holds 32. 

_aeia main sisosvantagee derive aom the fact that they are 

aluminium and, in extremes of temperature, conduct heat and cold 

very easily. 	The shiny metal also makes them somewhat conspicuous. 

—:11- can ID c an asvanage) 

b) 	 1ecInnicue 

fraps were always set in a grid and usually 10 metres (paces) 

This distance was chosen because it has been estimated that bank 

vole home ranges are 15 - 25 m in diameter (Godfrey, 1951-f)9 



Loii;worth live-trap - showin; interior of nest box 
cnci trap mecanjsm within 	nnel 

'i 	
CaLlS 	tCTLl 

ifia. 5 	Diy;rai of grid system 

Circles of 5 r 
radius 
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and by set Ling several within a home rant e and overlap.ing home 

ranos I hoped to catch as high a proportion of animals in an 

area as possible. 	eightangular axes 	of the grids were 

marked out with canes and the esi 	inside moo,-.red by pacing. 

i 	w a pIL;o 	u 	n 	ie 	is n,y d-rec tion of riarh trap 

point and was moved every day (see !ig. 5 ). 	This meant I 

could move to put a trap in the most suitable place. 	Places 

considered suitable were runway intersections, at ri:t angles 

to runways, hay pile sites. dropping sites, smooth nntces round 

trees, holed undersides of logs or elsewhere that a small 

mamranl might be likely to pass (see photo ifig.). They were always 

set at an angle so that rainwater and urine could run out 0±' tao 

tunnel entrance. 

were usuallg set in the uorning, left for 24 hours and then 

emptied and reset at another suitable point within the use scribed 

5 m circle 

ill traps were cleaned regularly. 	In the fIeld the tuanel was 

wiped out every time an animal was caught in a trap and all 

the tasuc were rinsed in 	oratory between field trips. 

isasain:eerjods varied is's:. uThce to 515cc but asualv tracs 

wet-c in any one place for 2 - 	nights. 

.isnin my grids I was always very careful to walk in my own 

tracks in order to disturb the vegetation as little as rossible, 

and I always set the traus us far as I could reach fros where 1 

has been walking. 	Inevitably any moving animal as 1sr'c as 

a hs.;n being will produce a lot of damage in the environment of 

S 



Hiiotograph of 1onworth live-trop on suitoblo pioce 
for Cntcliing Book voles 

y 
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handling trapped animals 

if a trap door was found closed, the trap was ently lifted and 

held on end with the door upnera rat, 	The tunnel was removed 

quickly after carefulIopening the door to i eck no animal was 

in 

 

it. 	In the ammo ii vemont r :;ohythene bag was put over the 

mourn 01 the nest nox. 	at this stage nice usually jumned out 

into the bag but voles Lad to be shaken out with the nest material. 

Once the animal was in the bag it could be worked into the left 

hand quite easily by manipulating it gently. 	(by holding it 

flat against my knee I could work the polythone until my right 

hand gripped the base of the tail and the left hand could then 

work up to the animal's nape.) 	Once a small mammal is held 

upside down by the nape of the neck and the tail in the palm 

of a hand it remains motionless (see photo Pig.?), leaving the 

other hand free to record whatever details are recuired. 

hessurinm animals and rroordjnm data 

holding the animal as oescrlaad above the length of the hind 

foot was measured to the nearest O5mm with a rair of vernier 

colirers. 	This measurement was a'rom the heel to the tit of the 

longest toc, excluding the nail, 

The length of the head and body together were measured by turning 

the animal upside down arid laying it with the backbone acrainst 

a ruler. 	If hold, gently by the cheeks and the base of the tail 

animals did not strugle and could be stretched to their full 

length. 	my sticing them along the ruler the tail could also be 

measured. The tail ne asurenent was from the tip to where the body 

nairs start on the rani and the nead and body measurement from 

this latter roint to the tip of the nose. 



Photofraph of vole in hand to show 
holding position 

MM  

9 	)iaprai to show toe-clisninF nethod (see nace 39) 

es. 

A A C P 

C) 2 L 	- 	roes clined 

2 	+ 2 5 - - toes cled 



nin]Olc were weighed by placing them nose downward in a small 

self.-.seeiing rohythene jacket. 	Packet plus animal was weihed 

with a O-jOg or 0-lOOg lesola arming balance, (made by Oskar 

LJt and Co., ;aogen, Basel and obtainable thro ph .T.G., 

oyoi Terrace, bdinbum;h ) Ond the weight c the packet oaibsecjuon fly 

subtracted. 

ll measurements were made by me and were recorded either by me 

or by various assistants in the field. 	uler, scissors and 

calipers were all carried attached to a board covered in polythene 

along with a pencil and field record sheets. 	hotes of any 

abnormalities were taken at thia time, presence of externa-1 

parasites (fleas, ticks or mites), the age, sex and breeding 

condition of the animal, ics number (see below) and the trar 

number. 	Fig. a siiuwa an 	anL O: a Field nato $hce . 

agas of animals fell into three readily observableg cateories: - 

(I) Juvenile (J) - animal still with grey juvenile pelage 

Immature (I) - animal lost juvenile pelage but not yet 

capable of breeding 

(iii) :ture (a) 	- adult animals - may or may not be in 

breeding condition. 

kamura animals fellinto several categories of breeding candition:-

(j) hales - bestes were eiher undescended (TB) or scrotal (TS) 

(ii) Femalca - a) Vagina was rerforate (Pen) or impenforate (Imp) 

I hammary glands could be obvious (cam) 

and could also be obviously lactating 
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c) Animal could be rregnant (Preg). 	This was 

determined by palpation 	if I thought the 

aajmal looked fat or had mammary glands 

..bryos Could he felt after 

one wock's gestation. 

Every animal was also given a number as soon as it was caught. 

karkiny animals by toe-clinpiny 

All voles end mice caught in the field were numbered by clipoing 

the last joint of several tos (one only on each foot) with a 

very sharp pair of scissors. 	If this was done correctly the 

animals did not bleed and the wound healed within a day or so. 

1ig. 9 shows how the numbering system worked. 	With this metho.d 

a Lb_digit number was used and up to +00 aimals could be marked. 

By using a symbolic prefix for each s-pecies the same number 

could cc used several times, e.g. C00or Clethriononys and 

A030 for uodemus. 

Travelljn 

after all measurements had been made and recorded and freshly-

caugat animals toe-csarneo., ;riey were -put itito travelling coxes 

and iere xept in these until f returned to Edinburfh. 	he 

boxes were made of ply-wood end had a wire-mesh window in the 

S4 	done were divided into three compartments so that 

animals of different ares and sexes could be kept senarately. 

The boxes were filled with hay, and food was provided daily in 

L,--e form of mixed grain and potatoes, carrots or apples. 	xnimals 

could cc mept in cnese cones :or up to a week or 10 nays with 

no aa:..aculty as Long as tne cencting was cnanged and the box 



cleaned every two or three cho' 	:J they were fed ror;ularly 

w:Le fist fresh vc'etLrbleo. 

Aerendix A gives dereilod descriptions of each tran site, tor;ether 

with trap records of how stony and what species of animals were 

cau:ht. 

Tale 	jves a summary. of this infor:etion end also s:tcwe 

how :rani 	imalo were oventuollu available for electroborcs. 

and for skeletal investigations. 	Some died on the ourmey 

ho 	some uscamed in the field, others in the lob. 

ii shows tre positions where all the a tlii core from. 

in some of the data analyses all hdinburg: district samples 

were combined into one sample bdinburph', abbreviation di). 

ilso included in the fable and map is a se:uple from hereford 

donetedbj Tony iufour of Semartaent of iooloy, idinburh 

university. 	There are no trarping details for this sample. 
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ILd III 

All voles)  whc-thor wild-caudht or bred in the labor,-., tor-  j were ktrt 

in standard stock cages on racks in a smell fan-ventilated room 

at a.pproximarcly 19°C with a 12-hour light/dark cycle 

coresponding roughly to as ursl day and night. 

Large stock cages were 28 	1-- cm x 3cm x 15 cm and made of 

kacraloi, a transparent rolyca -bone te, by Associa ted Crates 

td,, of 	ockport, anglana, and has closely-f1tting lids o  

galvanised. wire. 	Small breeding cages were 1 c  x 33cm  x 12cc: 

of opaque white polypropylene made by Aorth lent Plastics, and 

had stainless steal iire lids, 	dots had food noprers and 

a space for a glass, 6f1 oz, water bottle, 

All aninals had a continuous sup-ply of food and water both 

L which were checked every day. 

University Special hat Cake:- 

Ground wheat 

Ground oats 

kaize mcdl 

harley meal 

Peat bone meal 

21sli eal 

dried skimmed milk 

bhey powder 

Unextrected dried yeast 

Polasses 

Snot 

V1t anna s  

The food was Edinhurc;h 

2 G 

19.75% 

17.5% 

8,75% 

5% 

7.5 

2. 

 

- 1 

0.75% 



All cages contained a layer of peat up to 1? deep and plenty 

of Ly for 	st material, 	Lhe caes an heddin: were changed 

every weak sad cages were clean: in on automatic cage- 

washing macbin .. 	ratmalo ward  given a handful ofmixed 

grain and 5cjç choi,d vai oblo onOc a wik when th CO r'O 

were changed. 

Up to six of the smaller mainland voles were kent in a large 

cage but only three of the larger ones, e . r. .dd, 	crosses, 

or four of bE or kU, 	breeding 5sirs or individual voles 

were kept in the smaller cages. 	The female of each cross 

was checked weekly by weighing and paThating to see if she 

was -pregnant. 	of pregnant she was removed from the male 

and out, alone, in a large cage to give birth and rear her 

litter. 	Lactating iemales wicm nitters  were treated an the 

same way as voles in the other stock cages until weaning, 

aprroximatelg one month after birth of the young. 	Pests 

containing young were disturbed as little as possible and 

were transferred to new cages with the young still itside. 

ougllly every three weeks males were changed in the breeding 

nairs. 	Cmosses were usually set up in batches of five or IC 

an-'were abandoned when all females had been mated with all 

males for at 	three weeks. 	This routine was establishea 

as itwas observed that most pregnancies  arose within the 

first week of maie-female contact, and it a female nd not 

become 	 b .  a camaicujar male within toe first week 

or two, 	sac was unlikely to do so. 



':conin 

Young voles were weaned arro: nutely one month after birth 

At we ling tacy were aexed, ark 	by toe-clip-,-,in (ccc acove 

in Ch. ill, section L 	end their number arid parental record 

ertcred in a boe1 	Utuall y a 	otl blood sample woo takQn 

(sc below) end they were then kept in single-sex stock cages. 

:3leudinm 

(This operation woo done under a Home Office Licence 

Blood was withdrawn from the rctro-orbital sinus using a 

,,u1 haecatocrit tube. 	ho do this animals were held in one 

bond as described in Ch. III section A(c), and by pulling 

slightly at the ear level the eye protruded to reveal the 

sinus. 	A capillary tube just touching this was enough to 

burst the sinus and blood flowed quickly into the tube. 

ho more than two tubes of blood were extracted. at any one time 

from adult animals and only one from young annals. 	All 

aninels were kept under strict supervision for several days 

after bleeding and in the few that were bled more than 

once an interval of at least two months separated the operations. 

tues were sealed wIth Cristaseal (Iron 	_77 
	and 

spun as soon as possible on a FTawkesley Thematocrit Centrifuge 

for five minutes 	The tubes were labelled and stored in a 

aecu creeze a -2400. 	otoreng tiier; tees way eean; a lace 

coauccc broken In _half and ccc rad clood cells taken at one 

the serum at anotrier, 

llllinr.' meesuring and urenerin tissues 

lll animals were killed with ether in a polythene box. 	eild- 

caught Apodemus and hicrotus ware killed as soon as_possible 



after arrival in the lab unless they were prenent females in 

wh±cii case they were killed, with their offbpring at a later 

cnte 	Olethrionomys were kept for varying periods of time 

ae:ore being killed depending on whether they were used in 

crosses GF not. 

imnedietel after being killed each animal was ra cured end 

weighed. 	Lengths were measured as described in bection A and 

the u'eighb was recorded by balance. 	Breeding condition was 

oted and any reculiarities. 	The animal was then anirrLea 

cioun the ventral mid-line ant the chest cavity quickly cut 

open. 

bleed was extrac bed by cutting the yeas cave and as the blood 

flowed into the chest cavity it was pipe ted with a heparinised 

microcapillary tube into a 4 00 1 labelled polytheno tube. 

Tubes were stored on ice until centrifuged at 	10,0000 for 

five minutes on a Hawke--;ley haeeatocrit centrifuge (within 

one - two hours), 	ifter centrifugation serum was pipetted 

e 	ina ula in heematocrit tubes which were sealed with 

renaal, labelled and stored :in: the deep freeze, 	This 

:eehoi enabled as I 1 1 e as one or half a tube  

to be taken for electrophoresis without thawing the rest of 

the serum. 

Tissues were cut out immediately after the blood was extracted 

and were rlcced in labelled foil packets on dry ice until they 

could be transferred to the deer freeze. 	The tissues extracted 

were kidneys, liver, spleen, heart arid testes; but only the 

kibacys, liver end heart were eventually used. 
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:rc-p3rnt1On of skalls 

(The method used was a modification of that described in 

Scene,  

hitcu 	rcaon of blOOd end tissues 	he skin was cut 

aw 	Iron the head and the skull detached from tire body by 

cutting just behind the head. 	dkulls were put in a beaker 

of warm water, heated gently, and then boiled for five 

minutes. 	The skull plus some boiling water was added to 

a solution in a boiling tube of 	teasuoon of salt and I. 

teaspoon of papain (BDI). 	They were then incubated at 37°C 

for 2'-:- hours.ftca tue the aize meat was completely 

dissolved of the bone but sutures were still intact and the 

teeth firm. 	Skulls ware rinsed under a jot of water and, 

when dry, placed on cotton wool in labelled pots. 

i:e 	niem skulls 

will be described in Ch. 	n  Cir. VI. 

:ccorh±al' data 

bvery animal whethercaught in the field or born in the lab, 

was given a card. 	en ane cerczwa. s uccor c. ne a 	its aersonad 

details cad everything that harmened to it such cm date 

weaned, parents date crossed., mates., liters, dare killed, 

for dab-ac-cc. aahss., or date 	place caught for wiao-cau -ht 

tue weid-ats, :.essurecents one orecaing condations 

were also recondec., 	eg. 	shows examples of record cards. 

iniezals were assigned to one of three series according to 

wme;hr they were wild-o-ught e.g. BY, born in the 1ob of 
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Lx: pies of ec:rd Cards 

j. 	iiic .-cu iht Ciethrionomys 

C 
Caught 	i:iace Age Wt. Leaths L.C. 	r:otes 

T71 f 	T 
NI 21go 12C JO 	d T 

45 O 	4 s 

T 	Cogs 45 	O 5e 	-3 (MN/Mu) 	c 	c C 

o Cosa 44 (MN/Mu) f C12N) 

To 4 	(M ,%' /X U) IL 	T,, CI4aCHN) 

To Cos-_ 	(N/Hu) 14 	frv 	T4 C N&) 
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CROSS 
C 22 	 )ilN C,  
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TT  

C o52 (NG) ii-74) 	
T 

p. co(Rs) 
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KUJ C 	15 alL 	4 	 (VL 

LLL 	aea, 



wi1L-caught preinant females, e.g. ]3YF1, or bred in the 1Db 

in :iy croning regime, e. 	iiSK. 	As each animal was 

nuaboed a record was kept sepaa:tely in a book f whore it 

had cos. from, when horn or cauAht, and which of the three 

aerioo it b000gLA' 

vertua11y all the data on the record cards was transcribed 

in a coded form onto computer discs for storge and analysis. 

/ 	- 
nect ecaon. 

2+9 
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,,action C - Tecordins on5 Comm rinC Technicnes 

hy project wa.s dosagned in such a way that tao ciata cola oted 

cosld he sorted and stored directly onto commuter csrds or 

dtcs. 	Ic: iC ion A abcv in as 	cnra1 of o fioJ..d deti 

sheet (js. 	), from which information was transcribed onto 

a card for each animal (F10. 1 ). 	Other cards contained 

forraation about lab-bred crosses. 	Once a series was 

c3:o1etc, a. . all the animals from one sample site, nl the 

standard information was cooed and recorded directly onto 

discs in the 4-75 computer at the hegional CorcputinC Centre, 

cIiadurgh. 	11d.ey-to-disc is a facility provided by the 

h. 0.0. and avoids the tedious task of card-ounchinjs. 

Table Lj gives a list of tice information stored in this way. 

The coded data were stored ccc files and TLle_1 1  gives a list 

of the data files made. 

There was a file for every wild-caught sample., one for every 

(anmals bred an ne wila bus corn and roared in the lab + 

animals bred in the lab fro wild-caught parents) sample, 

one for each lab-bred pure line files for all the hybrid 

crosses made in the lab, a-nd a sec of ciles :or al 11 one 

animals measured in the aritish huseuco of haturni aistory 

I London. 

The coded data files wore accessed from an iLSAS (Edinburgh 

iultimle Access System) terninal and cold be read by means 

of as. Lm rromram called mdnl-0. 	This is an external routine 

waicis reis saroun Use nasa. :ie and records an a ecorc cormac 



nearly every item of coded information. 	It can be coiled 

from within other simpler Ih? pronrums to access any element 

of information. 	h simple exantie would be a nrorras thnt 

picxs 

 

ouL all 	ure females of any soecies that were not 

prc:na 	When ciht and o;uteo L1c:Lr m'oy wpH.h 	oro, 

The i.IiLdhJ routine was also useful for sorting data for use 

in sore complicutd static Lied packaes such s LJ pro[irarns 

where, for example sn' individual 1//jtjQUt all the neasurerrents 

ofa narbicular type must be discarded. 

the coded data files could also . read without 	bbS. 	This 

was done when it was not necessary to select oorticulor elements 

or individuals, 	kg. rrogrom hcovsi3I: is a very simple 

routine which finds the line code and reads several measure-

ments and calculates coefficients 01 variation from them. 

hll rrogramroin woo sane in ilL' (a local dinhurgh languase). 

I went or, a 	Lsneuo Coarse in L575 and was thereafter 

considerably holed and advised b f y rank Stacay, Lecturer in 

Computer Science 

ll the programs used in the analysis of ray data 9  a brief 

descri-ption of what each one does, details of she coding 

system ant. conies of aam sne coded,' data f iles will be stored 

in a folder in SdirLhurgh iniversity hoology heat. Library and 

are available for inspection and use on recuest. 
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Por all animals 

Species, number, se;: and, type of animal (wild-caught, 

lab-bred, type of croa etc.) 

Por wild-caught animals:- 

bate and place caught (trap site). 	hether there ire 

notes on oddities, presence of flees, ticks or mates. 

Lge, breeding condition, weight and external uosy-lengts 

at capture. 

Por animals bred in wild, born in lab:- 

Pemele parent, no. an later, ose born, no. weenea 

and deco weaned. 

For lab-born and bred animals : - 

Cross number, female parent, male parent, date mated, 

litter number, number in litter, date brn, number 

weaned and date weaned. 

For all animals:- 

live aei 	emanli taken other than at capture or 

aoaning. 	.Pge, breeding concition, weight end external 

body lengths. 	Ds'le taken. 

Fate, whethermissing, meted in lab, kilJed on died, 

.hether blood samoles taken, ticue s,tehea for electro- 

rhoresis, skull prepared,. 	(Packed cell volimo of bloo 

ass date.) 

For arijmsls killed in lab:- 	 - 

heasurements at death it' killed in lab. 	hge, breedins 

condition, weight, external body lengths, date, whether 

any motes. 
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TEJLC 1+ 	contd. 

or females mated in 

lumber of crosses involved, cross nuruher, cross tys, 

how many rs name of each male and date mated, whether 

any lit tsrs hors to c r o a orici dQtajlE; of I:Lttsr 

nur:iber and date born). 

or males mated in lab:- 	 - 

number of crosses involved cross nunber for each, cross 

type, female name, date mated, details of any litters. 

"or all animals wit'i 	 skulls:- 

13 horizontal and vertical mandible p. ejourepients 

11 skull measurements 

25 skull scores 



breviat ion 

- Isle of }aascy 
IJILL - 	Isle oi 	1ull 

- island of Skomer 
- iajnland oposjie 	iessay, n-rlecross 

MN :IRVZIL- - iinland op-posite Tull, 	;-orvern 

- hainland opposite ikor:cr itin 's loven 
BY LeLTY - Kirkcubrightshjre 	Barwhiflsnty 
IL NUT,VITI1 - Yorksijre 	Nutwith Cote 

- LU LUTIULIN - Lutterdean Forest near 	diiburb 
- LdinburJh Zoo 

Ci Ts - 	sdin1-ur5h Castle Lock 
RL I 	LIE - Losslynlee 	near Edinburgh 
IL - 	sample from somewhere in Ierefordshire 

1 	files British Iuseum Files 

IRAASAYF1 

:•:ULLF1 

SKChLLF1 

112F1 1P1'CLSFl JRSEYBk - Isle of Jersey, 	CI. 	Isles 
- lline C. 

BYF I B.JLTYCI 

lab-sel f:les 

I ICILILL ) 
- 	) both :ea o: a 	icc -ions in the 	r i - 

vole colony 



1ablc 5 contd. 

:3 Yi1e:; 

i. 	rcd ja ILdinbur1i lab 

proL1t parent 

1-asay 

Skomer x iaasay 

FI U 

Skomer x kull 

-Lorvern x Yull 

Skouer x .Ertifl 'S 

i1artir's Hsven x Skomer 

Iaasy x ageri 

x IRaasey 

ii, aritisa -SeifT. 

4- 

B'1CiIiUSk 	Uil 	x Skomer 

±aasay x i-u11 

1OSi-S 	 Iaasay 	: C. cr-. briten:acus (?oriLin) 

13i:CSkUb 	Mull  

LC S 	 Skorner 	kaasay 

kaasay : Skome: 
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OH: THH IV - llectronl-iorenjs and Electronioretjc Variation 

Sect en A - technical Details 

I. Intrcductioii to the method, electrophoresis. 

2. Starch gel electra horesis; reasons for using starch gels. 

_. biectrophoretic apparacn and technique-;: 

ireparation at gels 

ii. t-reparation at' samples 

2±1. Application of iamples 

iv. L'unning gels. 

V. Slicing, staining and fixing gels 

4. List of aecipes used: 

Suffer solutions 

itaining solutions 

Section it - i<esults 

£15 of eroteins anvetieatec1. 

Jicecriution of vrjatjon found. 

. Isterase polymorphism. 

Suaniary. 
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IV 	- hiec tronhoresjs 

Section A - Technical Details 

Itroctionto the aLetho.. Ictro*orcsis 

fhe torn '.d1ectronhoroi'js wan Lrat used c,c 	coolin 

1909 to describe the movement of charged particles in 	'_utia 

under the influence of an electric field. 	In zone electro— 

phoresi&' the mixture of substances to be se-parated is placed 

as a narrow zone or band at a suitable distance from each 

electrode suchtaa 	as migration occurs, the dif.'erent 

components moving at different rates, draw away from each oaher 

to produce a separation in the direction of migration. 	Electro— 

phoresis can be carried out in a system where the solution is 

supported in a c tabilisiny medium such as taper, starch or aJar. 

the separated particles can then be fixed -.permanently at the 

positions to which they have migrated, and can be detected by 

conventional rhicai, chemical or biochemical means. 	Jiero 

staining is specific for a urticula.r enzyme, the resultant 

pattern of separated zones or bands is called a zymograru. 

bleach el elcctao-;cresi:: 

(Smitijes 1955:  Johnson I Len:istom i9+: Smith 19E9). 

hany surrorting media are in current use Ia. ebectrord:oresis but 

stare:: gel was chosen for this study for sereral reasons. 

0rch gels separate more commonents Iron any given mixaur  

tan ocher media. 	The pore suructure of the gel seems to act 

as a molecular sieve so tat -proteins of the same charge to 

m sa ratio separate if their molecularsizes are sufLiciently 

difL'erent, 
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(14 ) It is possible to SlICe starch gels into a irony as five 

slices - other gels will slice into two at the moss, and paper 

and acetaLe not as all - and tans grecrcly reduce tac acount 05 

tile and work in preparation, and asalication of samples. 

(iii) itarch gels isave been used previously by many authors 

worhirig on clectrophoretic variants of small mammals so a 

lare number of tried and nroven receires are available, and 

there is a large body of work with which to compare the results 

of this study without the reservations necessary when different 

methods are used. 

(iv). dtarch gel electrophoresis had been used arevicusly by me 

in the same laboratory and all the equipment was already available 

5. 	ctroiloratic nanara 

itarch commonly available is too highly polymerised to form gels 

and must be partly hydrolysed -for gelation to occur. 	ydro— 

lysed starch br gel eectroohcresis is commercially available 

from Connaught Laboratories. british :Drug houses and blectrostarch 

Ltd. 	The latter was used in this study. 

Sevaral difberent buffers were used and are described in the 

recipes below. 	ill gels were prepared and run in the sas way. 

I. Preparation Of gels. 

l anoaratus was scruouloutln cleaned and rinsed in very hot and 

then distilled water before use. 	Glass nlntes and nersoex gel 

iorme:s were scruobea warn (Sargent ü'yroneg so remove all 

ho 	Glassware was alltces of rease before 	rra  

dried '  v i. .n eeci ov. 
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To make the go1, a persuex surround (gel former) of internal 

dimensions 18.6 cms :.: 10.1 cam x 0,6 cam was riaced on a clean 

ls 

 

plate a 	a second 	La kept warm. 	(Clean ho L plates 

produced less hub)les an the god.) 	The starch was rio cod in 

a fT and nwia lad rapjdTi 	1  	iho I 	fr::Ii Hn 

homogeneous. 	The flask was then clamped in a wote r ha Lh while 

the starch auaperision was s irred by a cen :rifugal stirrer 

attached to a variable speed electric motor. 	hen the water- 

bath reached a temperature of 9d the flask wan removed 

and attached to a water suction :unap to extract air from t,,(-

--el 

he

gel was allowed to boil under reduced rreasure for 

a few seconds before being poured carefully into the gel. former. 

(250 ml of buffer made two gels,) 	The tar plate was then 

lo:-red onto the go1 and, after IC -,- -,-,ins, a heavi weight asplied 

to Lne top. 	Gels were bit to stand for at least 2L  hrs sad 

found to be easier to hoadle if left for 6 hrs or nore, 

may could not be used after more than three days at room 

te;,arature as water formed under the plates. 

ii. 	hreparatioik of sanpies 

hrauaration of samples was done Os. ice. 	flood samples, serum 

or fCs (red blced cehls) were removed from the deer freeze 

and rlaced on numbered 5-well lass slides in an ice box. 

dna serum, once thawed, was bsorbed directly onto 0.5-  mm scuare 

pieces of ihatmann 3hr. chromatography paper, knc•:n as inserts. 

sore n--sea sman a aror 0: sasoinsed wooer, mrouni wata a 

filtered through a scuare of I,  beenextiSue onto 

the insert. 
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Tissues were £l on, ogerliaed in a giasa tube v.,' 4-h distilled water by 

a polythene homogeniser aLtached to a motor. 	The hosomonate 

centrifuged in polythene tubes and the supernotantuipetted 

fuo iaaeraatocrjb tub, 	One tube c;ul be thawed at a ime 

arO abaorbed d:Lrectly onLo te inacra for electroahoresis. 

iii. hnplication of Samples 

Gobs were refrigerated at L°C for at least t!.-  hr before use. 

fho top plate was then carefully removed and a polythenc sheet 

placed on the gel to form a straight edge along which to eanly 

the samnien. 	acb insert was touched dry on a tissue tsea 

placed with forceps on a ugorruxN razer blade ground to a width 

of 	ma and rosh ed. down into a alit in the gal formed by the 

razor tllde. 	ach insert was positioned so that it neither 

touched the IDOL- tom glass plate nor protruded from the surface of 

the go1 in order to minimise diffusion on the gel surfaces. 

Tans ty-five samples could easily be applied to a gel in this way 

w ta a rio of aprcxiaia;ely 2 mm beuween each. 	At both ends of 

tao sample row as. insert soaked in oromopnenos blue was placed 

as a marker as hIG attached to albumen migrotes more rapidly than 

any of the ot.aer uroteins seing 	gu mnvestitea, 

before run,  nina, the gel was loosened from the gel former to 

prevent tearing as tie gel shrinks slightly during running. 

V. kunning the gel 

In dllctroohoresis, during the passage of current, electrolysis 

occurs at the electrodes, 	in order to minimise the effects of 

this the electrodes must be is. sonarate compartments fran 

those into which the wicks dip. 	blectrical connection between 
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wich and, electrode vessels '.:es maintained by means of cotton 

wool pius is holes in the compartment wells. 	The din: rem 

(fig.2 ) shows the construc Thon usage and dimensions of 

tao perspex buffer boxes that were used. 	(These were mdc in 

laboratory w-ha o. ) 	-eLh c:rtmene of each bcn: 'ero 

filled with buffer solution some hours before use so that it 

could become cool. 	(flee whole urocess was carried out in a 

-, 
coId room 	

0 
U at + 	with sne rower-packs outside. ) 	mcr:s made of 

1-5 thicknesses of hhatmann lhn chromatogra-phy roner were nlaced 

in the wick compartments -; hr before use so the buffer could 

rise evenly throThi them. 	The gel was pieced between the 

boxes (see .i?ig. 12 	) and the wicks applied to the Tel 1 cm 

in eras each edge and parallel to the line ofinsorts. 	In 

all els used the inserts were narest the cathode and she 

majority of proteins migrated from the cathode to the anode. 

Gel plus wicks were covered with a sheet of polythene, a fan 

alayed cool air over the apparatus and the current was turned 

on. 	The constant current used was the output from a 

hhanfoa EI (2 761) power pack and never allowed to exceed 60 ml. 

fh voltage varied with. the buffers used. 

Then she LI-b ;earker bad. migrated  o the CflOL&l wick, the current 

was turned odd' and the gel removed for slicing and staining. 

v. Slicing, staining and fixing the gels 

.iicks and inserts were removed groni the gel and. the del former 

lifted off. 	hll dried or hardened starch was taken off the 

mlese. 	The top right hand corner was sliced Oil the gel for 

orientation and the strips of gel at top and bottom tmat mad eeen 
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ii 	12 	i)igrari of 1ectrooretic pparstc;  

Gel 
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covered by the wicks were removed, 	h clean, cold dry ;lass 

pi to uan laid on top o f  the jol which was tbcn aliced on a 

tiiandon slicini tray into 2.. 3, 	on 5 slices on required. 

-'ac,- slice was best 	 with e vicce of polythenc and 

placed, ut side uppormosII; :Lfl o polythoso 	;a±ning dich 

Gel slices were stained imec diately with freshly s;de-up 

staining solutions (sc;c recines below) and were then incnbc tad 

in 	oven at 3700  until bnd eupeared. 	The gels were then 

J;.d in uatr, insoected end scored before being fixed in 

:a::ancl-catic acidwater fixative. 

Gels were stored after fixft1 in labelled nolytliene bans 

sealed with a flame, ann generally kent their eareorcnca for 

;iany months. 

ll she recinos used are listed below, gel buffer reoi; as first, 

folia:od by staining buffer recapes, then stains, together with 

she tissues they were used on and the buffers the gel was run 

witca. 	keferences are given for the origin of e:ch recape. 



hLCIPS 

- acock scutioas 

:.Ecil.rate 	iUOU5) 	h%.2 (mef. Chapman (1971)) 

(0.2231.1) iris (Gigma) 	27 gms 

(0.0661) citric Acid (21)2) ih.i gas 
(monohydra.te) 

to 1 litre of water 

ph adjusted to 6.2 with N.ha0H 

Gel - 17.5 ml sto): Guffcr/500 	 10 starch 

iiactaodcs - Stock, buffer used undiluted 

Cris-G1i)TA-Eor at, e 	 pl. 8.6 I1ef. Chapman (1971) 

(0.9k) tris 	 109 gas 

(0. 021,j 2JJ?A (2 1)2) 	 7.6 gas - 
(tetrasodium) 

0.5k) 	oric cid 30.9 gas 

to 1 litre of water 

dcl - 25 ml atock buf2ea/500 ml 	 12.5w starch 

letaodes - 1/5 dilution o± stock buffer for cathode 

1// dalutao a: stock buffer for anode, 

iD -: 7.4 Ilef. Celander (1971 'a) 

T±s 12,1-i 

ka.leic 	cid 	(13131) 11,6 

(o,i:) IDTA 3.72g mi s 
(disc diu) 

(0.011) kagnesium chloride 2.05 
(nm. 	(nexan dl,  are) 

co 1 litre of 'inter 

-o.Li adjueted to 7.  

GeL - 45 ml stock buffer/500 ml0.12.5k starch 

hlectrodes - stock buffer undiluted. 



Tithius Corte/Trjs Citr' ate 	all 8.1/3.L 

ref. Colander (1971h) 

(0.03k) Lithium hydroxide .2lkl) 1.2 gms 

(o,l9i) 
(monohydrato) 

(0.i9) Coric /ecid (io) 	11,69 

to 1 litre of water p11 

	

It. (o.0..) tris 	 a.2 C°5  

(0.0061%) Citric Acid 
	

jris 
(monohycrate) 

to I litre of water pa 

Gel - 1:9 mixture of A:I3 stock solutions. 	12.51' starch 

lsctrodes - Stock solutios A, 

Also used double concentrations + 11+ starch 

(0.0o) b1h1ue nydroxase 	2. geds 

(0.28::) Itoric Acid 	 23.78 gms 

to I litre of water all 6. 

... 

	

0,10i.  uris 	 2,-- grs 

(0. 10—) Citric Acid 	 3.2 gms 

to 1 litre oi-raecr pr 

Gel - souuaons :u an :9maxture. 	1Lh starch 

ecLroaes - stock sousion A, 

Itlectrostarch Lcd 	371 

ordered in 10 kilo drum from: llectrostarch Co. 

P.O. Lox I29+ 

kadison 

Wisconsin 53701 

U.S.A. 



0.0 . -1  icetats, 	sH 50 	 .kef. Ssith p. 332+ 

Na icetate 0.3i!20 	 6.8 g 
cl  iL..?, ml 

I 000 all 

cjust pm to 5.0 with C.Th 101 

2. 	 borate, 	ph 9.7 	 he±', Or:th p. 

-cric 1caa 	 3.7+ g 

i maChi 	 O ml 

iT'20 	 1,000 ml 

.djust p1-I to 9,7 with O,CGh boric mcjd or 0.051  "'OH 

0.11 1-phospate. 	ph 7.0 	be±'. helonder p. 89 

Lonobzcsic potaccium rhosphate 	13.6 g 
(aJJ) 

01 ImOl 

H2O 	 to 

2, 	hodium phosphate (0.2::) 

a. 1':oflobaSiC sodium

4.  

rhosphate 
Nab2  P0 

P
U 

a. basc soasum 

-c  

59 ml 

1,000 is:i 

ie. iclsacier u. 88 

27,2 1 

1.000 ml 

28,2+ g 

I000 ml 

3. 	Lrjs-10. 	(0.2:), 	i: 8,0 

01Ibbh, Sigma 7-9/sigma 	22+.2 g 
(imis(hydrozymethyl) aminomathane) 

Cone 101 	 9.0 rl 

to 	 1,000 ml a 

hijust -oh with 0.11 131. 



(. 0.5h hhosphato 	7..0 

0.5' K 211  h01  (anIrd) (87..,-/l) 	- 500 ml 

0)h 110);.  (/d) (C30g/l) - LQ 

L8u 	 to 	 000 r'il 

together with buffers used and tissues investiated. 

hCLiSL'd JJ:i.) 	;h315 

dde enyaos in this grouo are usually determined by couplinr 

reaction product directly with an organic compound to yield a. 

coloured precinitate. 

dodd nizoanhatase (AcP) 	hams 	PLC a 	(T. C. ) 	ref.  

0.051% -cetete oteir bu sr ph 5.0 	50 

ha- 	-mznhthyl acid phosphate (fi;ma )o rag 
dast Parnet GIG Biazonium Salt (siaran)50 rag 

1 -dimethyl ozobeuzene) 

Filter solution and incubate for 	hr at room temperature 

ded-a,uroc bands neacar which diffuse on standing. 

dlkahi:ie adoanhetase (Alk.P. ) Tissue - Plasma  

t, hii:jth , 33L 

0,06: Borate stain buffer pH 9.7 	50 ml 

kgSC)T • 71?0  () 	 67 

an-nann;:yl pnosphate agmai 	25 rag 

Fast Blue P±. (Cigna) 	 25 rag 

Incubate at 37 0
C for 1 hr a: until blue/red bands apnear. 
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eucilie erninop:.:;e (LAi) 	Tissue - 

ref. Seia-nd cu 	'7'1 

(C1.6J0 (lion) 

< -lcuc1 - / - 

 

nopbty..ro 
OyCr0C.dJOrLLc UC1S (ui[!a) 

Incubate gel slice for 30-60 mina at 37°C. 

(T. o./iLi.b. ) 

jour stain back into flask and odd:- 

Fast black K (Koch- Light) 	 20 mg 

ucincubste at 
#700  for 30-50 inifls until blue bonds 

hsteroses (id) (i) Tissue - 	 I 

ref. belander p 71. 

Sodiun piiocpiaate ntn:Lr. buffer 
(k:i iixture A:b) 

+ H 0 
2 

-naphtliyl propri onato solution 
(Sigma) (1gm in 100mb acetone) 

Fast 0ariet GIG 

30 rl 

20 ml 

1 ml 

25 mg 

(ii) Tissue - Plasma, liver, kidney (TO/Lib) 

ref. delander 71 

3odium phospacte stain buffer 
(1:1 mixture 0:13) 	 2 ml 

. 	 07 ml 

0< -napithyl prorrionate (liver an kidney) 
or). 	 (Sigma) 

0< 	 acetate or Ia tyrate (alasna) 

solution of 1gc in lOOml acetone 0<1 

Fast lue PH 	 25 mc 

In 	 ° cubate at 37C for 10-30 nina, 



hOOs 	
(rp: 

ref. Smith p. 535 (modified) 

 

0.2i Iris liCi S 	u Stain bffer ph 8,0 

+ I2U  

,m)l 1L; 

in acetone 

13 	-naphtyl acetate solution 
in acetone 

Past hue 

25 ml 

25 ml 

2  ml 

2 ml 

50 mg 

2Lis method is based on the relatively weak esterase acnvaty 

of carbonic nrhydrase demonstrable in some marrmalion erythrocytes 

where the enzyme occurs in very high concentration, and on fte 

relative preference of this enzyme for A -naphthyl acetate. 

Thus, when the gel is developed with a mixture of <- and 

naphthyl acetates, carbonic anhydrase is stained red, whereas 

non-anecific eaterasea are stained blue-grey. 

Jefthative test for carbonic anhydraze - 

_Lt 
Ldi .0 	acetazolanide (Si:.a) in 0.1h ens PCI buffer uP 8.0 

20 ng acetazolanide in 05 ml 0.2k Trus PCI 	25 ma L20 

Incubate gel to be tested in this solution; control in 

tras rCl buffer icr 0_47 mans at room temperature. 

Stain as above but add acetazolamide to test gel in same 

conceneration, 

015 ThR0XIThS5S 

fadonhesol o:thdnse im) 	 ; 	POCs  

02k fris :101 asain buffer 50 ml 

or 	TT (Sigma) 15 	fig 

0S (sigma) 10 

Incubate in. 1L-lit for 1-2 hrs or until male bands aspear in 

a dark thue bsckgnoumd. 

100 usually appears on all gels stained for dehydroger.ase 

activity (is best on phosphate buffer and stain for GPI in ±hCs). 
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L)hOGEhASES 

ueiiydroase stains are based upon the transfer of electrons 

(and hydrogen) according to the following sines of, reaction-,:- 

bubstrc'..c 	/ hiP 

enzyme 	) (ii) mrS e (tetrazoliur  lt °  

Substrate C, 
	

) 	

(ox) 	
tetrazol:Lm c.cit °  

(:ADI) 
dark blue precipitate 

nicotinarcicie adonine diphosrhste (phospha be) 

Iii = ihencn.ne methocuipho to 

11,13T (icitroblue tetrazolium) and 1tTT (fhiayl blue) ore two 

common tetrazoliuri salts, 	these salts, unon reduction, form 

an irieciuble blue compound at the site of enzyme action. 

Lactate dehycirogenace (Li)11) Tissue - NBCs, liver, kidney (T.Fhb. 

ref. 

0.21,,. Tris-iCi stamina buffer 	20 al 

	

± I2C 	 30 ml 

ha-Lactic icid syrup--)L (Sigma) 	5 ml 

Nit) (ioehninger) 	 25 mg 

NET (Sigma) 	 15 mg 

2 mg 

ncubo.te in dark at 57 °C f 	 m or 30-6C iss, 

ka±ate dhniirogosace (kiN -iL) 	Tissue - ?t)Cs. heart 	 (:.c.) 

(iti-i±nked) 

0.2:. iris 1131 staining buffer 	 20 ml 

± 	2° 	 30 51 

11.. ha-L---kalate solution. (see below) 	5 ml 

biD 	 25mg 

NiT 	 15 m,c 

PI- 7s 	 2 mg 

Incubabe at 37 0c for 1-2 hrs. 



11W. 	L-malate solution:- 

L-Nmlic fC  (Si:aa) 4. 	
to 1000 ml La 

3 2CC7 1120  (lIEN) 	- 28 g ) 

40 ml of this solutjon L  I 000 ml t'll  TT 0 

el,:te 	}1:,Jciro'cn3:o (NEL-.bP) Tissue - kidaey, liver, heert 

(1l1-linked) 

0.2.. Iris -ful stain buffer 	 20 ml 

+ 	20 	 30 ml 

1bi'a-L-malate solution 	 5 ml 

20 ag 

1:I3T 	 15 mg 

IiiS 	 2 nag 

_ 	-' 
Incucate at 	

o 
7 U or 1-2 nrs. 

:bbcohol iiehy -  oreriese (SD.) 	Tissue - liver  

ref. mixture 	Eriith p.37 

0.21. Tris.-HC1 stain buffer pH 8.0 	50 ml 

95i bthanol (IDE) 	 5 ml 
iLHL) 	 30 nag 

NET 	 15 na 

PES 	 2 m; 

	

in frlc 37°C  until blue b:nds ar:car ( 	1 hr). 

0lr-:6--i-cshate de rdrogenase (G-1-2D) fisue - HH0 :clncH  

- 

0,21. llri:-:-Cl stain buffer 	l 8o 	5o 
Ha8-Glucos-6-uhosuNate (Sigma) 	20-50 nag 

15 rag 

-Th ki 

2 rag 

ncubcte in dark for 6-10 hours at 37°C. 



VP  

Lenose-b-ohcF;phate dehydrorenase (T-6RD) Tissue - liver, kidney (TE) 

(• 

0.2i fris-liOl buffer uli 3,0 	 50 ml 

ia2  Galactose-r-)1 	(oima) 	50 

A; 71 15 mg 

10 mg' 

2 mg 

Incubae i cbrk for 6-10 hrs at 37°C. 

6-csnholuconete de:yroenese (62Gb) Tissue 	POCS (T :E) 

ref. Colander (modified) 

0,21 fris-bCl stain buffer pC 3.0 	10 al 

Lsnesium chloride 	 150 

+ 	H 
2  0 
	 20 ml 

or Barium-6-phahogluccsic acid (Bfih) 	- 30 mg 

- 
h'IT 	 10 

2 r 

Incubate in derk at 37°C  for 1-2 hrs. 

-fllycerou::ate d 	! ciroene s-n ( CT ) 	Tissue - liver kidney (TO) 

ref. -'-'e-land--,---elancier

0.21-', 0,2i-: frin.-I1l uK 6,0 	 50 ml 

synesiun chloricie 	 ; ag 

i_a2 - < - n-glycerornosphate (igme) 	u ag 

20mg 

t) 

2 nag 

incubate in dark at 37°C f- or 1-2 has. 



aLnj:cte d ydroBe; :se (0DB) ?isc - kidney 

Tel. !aeh 	(modified) 

0.. ra-Cl p .a 

Ba ±uamte (3"1)11) 

BBS 

73 

incubate in dar ac 37 	for 1-2 nra, 

thine dc•hydroenaae (XDB) Tissue - liver 	(rSh 

ref. Selander 

0.21 Tris-JCl Buffer rE 8.0 	 50 nil 

!Iypoxanth±ne (Sirra) 	 25 mg 

1'BT 	 10 mg 

5 iYg 

incubate in dark at 37°C for 3 hrs.  

Isocitrate dohydrogenne (1DB) Tissue - adney  

ref. Selander and Smith 

0.21-: Iris-HOT nH 8 	 50 ml 

(0.25i': knCl2(.9g/10Qm1) 	 0.2 ml) 

or/ 	:•:oi 	 100 mg 

0,1k Ba.. TL-isocetrjc acidB0 	 ml 

2.9/100ml) 	(Sigma) 

I C' rinl 

) m5 

Incubate in iar: at 3705 
for 2 Bra. 



DL'iYOGSI-00ULIL'D ENYi'•iE iCTGiS 

(fG) fisoue - BCs 	(2iL) 

ref. V 	ioI?mElii 

0.2k i'ris-.C1 	p}i 8.0 15 ml 

55 ml 

Glucose-1-praosp ate 	(KocI_1i:t) 50-100 m, 

10 mg 

Incuate i 	dork at 57d  

C1ucoo pnosd:ate 	i;5omer 	e 	(-i) Tssue - .kl3os, kidno:j 	(L . C. ) 
re, 	c'nder 	(modi:ieoi 

0.2k. 	Lr1s—1 	pi 	c_,& s ml 

+ 	20  10 ml 

0,1k '2 
	 10 ml 

(sigma) 	20 mp' 

5 >N 

D11 J 

20 mg 

10 mg 

- 	 o_ 
dark at 37 5 ior 30-60 

ano :,Cnase (Go':) oissue 	liver, kidmey  

ref. V. Chmai: mmd Selander mixed 

0 25 nil 

05k 1-hospkmte buffr 	al 7.0 25 ml 

°< -alrartic acid (Sigma) 200 mg 

<-ketoglutaric acid (Sigma) 1Cc mg 

fast line 33 (sigma) 1CC ag 
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Rostidase (Pep) 	l'iasue - HHOs, liver kidney 	(m::) 

rJ'. Herry 

0.2k Phosphate-_HOl Lsifer pH 7.5 	25 ml 

C1 	y012 	 0.25 ml (or 50 ri) 

Cro talus adaia.atus caake vosc 	 10 

.L-eroxidase (Loehrjner) 	 5 m 

0-dianisjdjne di-hydrochioride 	50 rlg 

H peptido 
(leucyl-tyrosine (Pen 1) or 
leucyl-lycyi-c1ycine (Per2)) 	20 mg 

Ass  (25 solution) 	 25 nil 

Heat asar to boilisH and allow to cool to 

kix stain. 	Add tar. 	hix, 	Pour onto Lel and allow to set, 

Gersl Proteins (oP) 	Tissue - Plasma  

5:1:5 hetharol:Acetjc kcici:H20 	50 ml 

Oocieassie klue GSign.$) 	 125 mg 

Dissolve tdorouyiily. 	Stain overnight. 

Hessain uitk solvent. 

All ads washsd in water atter stajntn oid 'ixed in 

4--  c 	a 	e - 
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Section F - 	nults 

roteins f.nvestira t e d 

6 	shows a list; of eroteins ubich I have invost:Lgs Led. 

cieCtrophOre bicoily in Various tissues of C2ethr 0 11nr 	1ar- olus. 

Iso 	all cn 	sos and nan* 	:yn;ti i 	tona whioh h:v 

been sreviously used in studies on other mammals and most have 

been found to vary oa:tensively using the some techniruos as 

I used. 	shey have also been described at various tines in 

Lne liLersture as being a random sample of the genone. 

i)encrjotion of vents tion :Land 

I 	ve examined betwoen 100 and 200 animals (Ole thr.onornq:) 

for every blood protein and between 50 and 100 animals for 

every tissue urotain, (ace table 7 ). 	I have found rampant 

aionororphism. 	-the only loci that ore certainly polymor-ohic are 

three out of six serum erterases (see Table 8 ). 	i'herc are 

two types 	haeraoglobin (lib) 	a fact-migratir1m one in Sb and 

iLd and a slow one eerywIiere else, 	In I'.il I found whet looked 

like a beterozygote. 	(Stephen Fall, working in Cambridge, has 

since confirmed one tyre of lIb :n. iLnglani and another in Ocotlond. 

ferhaps the boundary is sonewbere id the lorth of hn0land ar-S 

:utwith is on theedge o± it. 

In one Soutsas-n hcotejsh sarr:aie i also found what looked like a 

ne:cronyaote in a tronsferrin and another had a kidney LDF which 

was different iron all the others. 	There were unSulatjors in 

sona reacadase and eucine ananonp etadese zymograns but, even 

a ter many cnanges 01 'on, starc-h concentration etc. i was une ale 

to 'oroduce any definite banding patterns for the undulations. I 

understand that with both these stains there is occasional esterase 

activity so this may have been complicating the picture 
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Table 6 	Proteins investigated by horizontal starch 7el 
electrophoresis in the Bank Vole, Clethrionomys :lnreolus 

(1) 	= io. of loci 
- ied Blood Cells, K - Kidney, L - Liver, It - Ifeart 

Itydrolases and Lyases 

Acid Pnos. 	-  
!ilk Phos. 	- Serum (1 ) 
LAP 	 - Serum (1 ? ) 

- 1LC (5) Serum (6) K (5) 

Gxidases and Peroxidases 

110 	 - 	3Cs (2) 

Dehydrogena ses 

LDII - 	fd3Cs 	(1) K 	L (2) 
1DIi(hjJ) - 	iBCs 	(1)T (2) 

- 	L 	(2) 	Ii (1?) 
AI)II - 	L 	(17) 
G6 1t) - 	i-BCs 	(1) K 
u61D - 	L (1) 	K (i) 

- 	±d3Cs 	(1) - 	it 	(1), 	L (2), 	H 	(i) 
GUll - 	L 	(2), 	K (3) 

L 	(1'.') 
hit - 	K 	(2) 

i)ehydrogenase...coupled enzymes 

- 	1-dCs 	(2) 
GI 'I - 	it3Cs 	(1 ) , K 	( 1 ) 
"'T UT - 	L 	(2?), 	K 	(2) 
Ui-BP - 	id3Cs 	(I), K 	(2) 
Trj-Pp - 	JLCg 	(1), : 	(2) 

General 	L ,roteins 

i 13 

Tf - 	Serum 	(i) 
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Table 7 	rumbers of animals (Cietbrionornys) investinted from, 
each sample for proteins in given tissues (* totals) 

Enzyne or 
Protein 	 Samples 	 To t,31 5 

(all samples) 
1S FTU UK AP M MTI 1'1J T3Y PU 

15 33 48 - 26 22 21 19 10 
37 33 31 - 26 22 21 19 10 
- 33 48 - - 22 - - 10 

22 26 48 - 26 14 21 19 10 
22 26 23 - 26 14 - 19 10 
22 26 48 - 26 22 21 19 10 
22 26 48 - 26 22 21 19 10 
22 26 23 - 26 22 21 19 10 
22 26 48 - 26 22 - 19 10 
22 26 48 - 26 22 - 19 10 
22 26 48 - 26 22 - 19 10 

22 33 46 - 26 22 	21 	24 	- 196 
22 33 48 - - 22 	25 	21+ 	26 200 
- 33 48 - - 22 	- 	- 	- 103 

22 33 1+0 - - 23 	25 	24 	26 192 

- 24 24 - - 24 	- 	- 	- 72 
12 24 24 3 12 20 	- 	- 	- 95 
12 24 24 3 12 20 	- 	- 95 - - 21+ - - 20 	- 	- 	- 44 

- 24 - - - 	- 	- 	- 24 
i2 24 24 3 12 20 	- 	- 	- 95 
12 2+ - 3 12 20 	- 	- 	- 71 
- 24 24 3 - 20 	- 	- 	- 71 

12 - - - 12 - 	- 	- 	- 24 
12 24 24 3 12 20 	- 	- 	- 95 
12 - 24 3 12 20 	 - 	- 71 
12 24 24 3 12 20 	- 	- 	- 95 
12 - - 3 12 - 	- 	- 	- 28 

12 24 24 3 12 20  
12 - 24 3 12 20 	- 	- 	- 71 
12 - 24 3 12 - 	- 	- 	- 51 - - - - 12 - 	- 	- 	- 12 

12 21+ 24 3 12 - 	- 	- 	- 75 
12 - 24 3 12 - 	- 	- 	- 51 
12 24 24 3 12 - 	- 	- 	- 75 
12 - 24 3 12 22 	- 	- 	- 73 
12 24 24 3 12 22 	- 	- 	- 97 
12 24 24 3 12 22 	- 	- 	- 97 
12 24 24 3 12 - 	- 	- 	- 75 

fSCS 
GPI 
KDH 
Ac Phos 
LDII 
G6I'D 
Es 
ClOD 
PUM 

Tr i - Pi!;P 
h ii 

aerum 
J.s 
Alk Phos 
LAP 
Gen Prot 

Kidney 

Di-iEP 
ri-PEP 

UI I 
6iG1 
LDJ! 
G Di-T 
G6 
L.6 PD 
c-GPthj 

MDL 

U UT 

eart 

0<- UPi)1i 
GDH 

Liver 

o(- OPUL 
1 

XDL 
cuL 

151 
175 
-106 
1 R C 
140 
1 94 
194  
171 
173 
173 
173 
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Table 8 Describing the Serum Esterase polymorphism for each sample 

1S 	Nonomorphic for all three. 	100% A +ve, B+ve, C+ve. 

NV Lacks B entirely 

Is 	82 A+ve and 50% C+ve 

No mobility polymorphism 

SE 	Lacks B entirely 

100% A+ve 

72% +ve for C 

No mobility polymorphism 

MN 	100% +ve for A, B and C (except ? some absent Cs) 

No mobility polymorphism 

MN 	9050" +ve for A 

Almost 100% +ve for B 

100% +ve for C 

No mobility polymorphism 

Nil A and C both 100% +ve and both show mobility polymorphism 

Lacks B entirely 

BY A and C both 100% +ve and both show mobility polymorphism 

B 	17% +ve 	 - 

and Naeno1obin polymorphism 

All samples except SK and MN (and possibly wu) are 100% 

monomorphic for the slow type. 

SK and NIl are 100% monomorphic for the fast type. 

NU had one possible heterozygote but otherwise all were slow. 
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o Aer rs:o ced so c:yT:atic proteins investi;atcd 

were clerly monomorphic and were the same in each sample. 

3 . hateroce oolymorg]:Lsn 

The es race rolymorn:iic loci inrrc named A, B and C, A being 

uethest from tIe origin. 	-heoe are the only 3 out of 6 bends 

which showed variation. 	A is rolymorphie only for urescnce 

are. abcnce. 	C and A may be uresent or absent and if nresent, 

may also be polymorphic for mobility. 	Table 2. describes the 

serum esbe.:ase polymorphism in each sample. 

4. Urn:: crv 

10 	.: 	rie the recur n then L. my quite co::eidcrohbc 

electrouhore tic survey of eh. bank vole I feel bound to n:.y 

that these animals appear to be much less polymorphic for the 

enzymes and proteins investigated tian most other animals 

which hvo •een studied so far. 	ii bands are equated with 

loci (a conventional but not reliable practice without 

breecing experiments) it is calculated that appro::imately 7 

of loci in these anImals Sr.; polymorphic. 

 

is is considerably 

lower than the cuctod average (15-20) for vertebrates. 	This 

fiadin:e will be discussed in Chanter VIII 

At this 3tase It seems relevant to as: the cuestion:- IT  the 

amoume of variation observed electronkoretically in Clethrionorms 

tyrical of its whole genome? before going on to investigate 

tao craganal rroelem o: genetac orseances aetween ronuatroas 

an suosrecres. 	.ortunateayI stela naci many animals still 

alive when I began to suspect the lack of protein variation 

and was able co keep skulls from all samples except Butterdear- (BIJ). 



Usijip skull niosuremcts non-nerjcal skull scores and the 

Or)1iOlOg1Cal measurements taken on whole animals it was now 

Possible to invostidata this cjcstion in clapters V, VI and VII. 



CHAPTER V - Netrical Variation 

It is bilogical1y important to ask the question posed in 

Chapter IV "Is the amount of electrophoretic variation 

observed in Clethrionomys typical of its genome as a whole?" 

I considered the most obvious way to answer this would be to 

measure variation at as many levels of organisation, or. 

aspects of the phenotype, as possible in the animal. 	Then 

to compare each type of variation with that found for the 

same characters in other species. 	The other species I had 

available were the Apodemus and Nicrotus that I had caught 

in the same places as the Cthrionomys. 

In the field I measured the weight, length of head plus body, 

length of tail and length of hind foot of every animal caught. 

(Figs. 13&14), comparing wild-caught samples with lab-born 

and reared samples from the same gene pool sugest these 

measurements are heritable despite the fact that, one might 

safely assume, there are also a lot of environmental factors 

which affect gross morphology. 	The same measurements were 

again made at each animals death. 	All the animals except 

Applecross 7 s became lighter in weight and slightly shorter 

in length once they had becn kept in the lab for a few weeks. 

Table 9 compares mean measurements of adults when caught 

with means of the same measurements when the animals were 

killed. 	The loss of weight is significant at the 5% level. 

This perhaps suggests that our laboratory conditions were not 

optimal for the small mammals we housed! 
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Table 9 	Differences in mean weight and length of head and 
body between capture and death (adults only) 

catch v kill 	c > k(+), c < k(-), c 	= k(0) 

1,41  Lengths head and body 

Cleths Apos Nicrots Cleths Apos Nicrots 

+ + - 	+ -, - PS - 	- + 	+ -- -.- 

+ + + 	+ + + MU + 	+ 0 	0 + + 

+ + + 	+ --- SK ± 	+ + 	0 

+ - - - ± AP + 	- + 	+ - - 

+ + - 	- + - IVM + 	0 - 	- - - 

- - - — ,- ,- IvIH + 	+  

+ + + 	- + - MJ - 	- + 

+ + + 	+ - .- BY + 	- 0j- 

- + v 	- - - BU - 	+  

- 0 V V V - C - 	- - 

p = 0.002 
	

t?' 6/17 	p = 0.17 

5/18 	p = 0.05 	 9/17 	p = 0.68 

4 	 p < 0.007 	 15/34  p = 0.19 

Abbreviations used in Chapter V and subseauently 

C. or Cleths 	- Clethrionomys 

A. or Apos 	- 	odemus 

N. or Nicrots - Nicrotus 
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J - Juvenile 

IN - Immature Nale 

iF - Immature Female 

NM - Iature Male 

MF - Nature Female 

t. - aeight 

H&B 	- Head and Body 

HF 	- Bind Foot 

T 	- Tail 

- iRaasay 	 MU - Null 	 SK - Skomer 
AP - Applecross 	MU - Norvern 	NH - Nartin's Haven 
NU - 1,utwith 	 BY - Barwhillanty CG - Craiglockhart 
BU - iiutterdean 	CS - Castle Pock 	PS - Posslynlee 
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A measurement which might be less influenced by the environment 

than is gross morphology is the size of the skull. 	Skull 

measurements have been used as traditional taxonomic tools in 

the classification of mammals and show considerable heritability. 

I compiled a series of 11 measurements, most of which have been 

used in various combinations or singly in previous taxonomic 

studies on mammals, and all of which were relatively easy to 

measure on my specimens. 	Table 10 shows a list of these 

measurements. 	Skulls were measured with a pair of vernier 

calipers to the nearest 0.05mm. 

A further 13 measurements were made on the right mandible of 

each animal. 	Festing (1973) states "the shape of the mandible 

is a highly heritable trait", and uses it to accurately type 

members of inbred mouse strains, 	lie describes a method of 

measurement (esting, 1972) shown in Fig. 15 . 	Ordinary 

1mm graph paper was photographically reduced to a quarter 

size. 	Two double-thickness glass microscope slides were 

glued to the print at right aigles to one another. 	The 

right mandible could then be placed on the paper asshown in 

Fig. 15 just touching the slides, and the heights and lengths 

indicated could be read off to the nearest 0.125mm under a 

xlO monocular microscope. 

To summarise; I now had three groups of measurements for every 

animal in three different species:- 

One weight and three lengths (taken on capture and 

again at death) 

11 skull measurements 

13 mandible measurements 
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Table 10 	Skull Measurements 

Greatest length of skull from anterior margin of nasal bone 

to hindermost part of supraoccipital in the midline. 

Condylo-basal length - condules to the foremost points 

of the maxillae, between the incisors. 

Length of nasals. 

'-I-. Length of right maxillary tooth row. 

Length of right diastema. 

Length of right palatine foramen. 

Ziygomatic width - greatest width across zygomatic arches. 

Inter-orbital width - least width of the interorbital 

constriction as seen in the dorsal view. 

Condyle width - between the external syrfaces of the 

occipital condyles. 

Cranial width - immediately posterior to the origin 

of the zygoma. 

cranial depth - from ventral surface of basioccipital to 

dorsal surface of cranium. 



Fig. 15 	I"ieasurements taken on right mandible (after Festing, 1972) 

Quarter mm, gruph paper 
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Enzyme variation is very slight both between and within 

populations of Clethrionomys. Graph (Fig.16)shows that there 

is obviously considerable variation in size between popula- 

tions of Ciethrionomys. 	Thia is comparable with Apodemus 

and iicrotus (Graphs in Figs. 17 & 18). Is the underlying 

variation within populations of the same order in all three 

species? 

The orthodox method of measuring and comparing variation 

between species is the use of the coefficient of variation. 

I have calculated the coefficients of variation for each 

measurement of every animal and divided them into groups 

according to species, population, sex and age classes (age 

classes are described in Chapter III). 	This was done using 

the program iiINAR±AY for the morphological measurements of 

the whole animal and IMCOVSETC for the other measurements. 

1 then compared coefficients of variation for every age and 

sex class containing three or more individuals in each 

species with the same age and sex class in the other two 

species taken from the same place. 	Only the sign of any 

difference was noted. 	E.g. Clethrionornys v Apodemus - 

C > A (+), C < A (-), C = A (0). 

The test of significance used on these data was the Sign Test, 

(Siegel, 1956, p. 68-75). 	The Sign test was employed as 

a) it does not depend on knowing 'the distribution of the 

coefficient of variation and (b) comparisons were between 

specaes.It is a one-tailed test where the prediction is that one 

species (Clethrionomys) is less variable than another (podemus 

89 
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Fig. 	17 1podemus - mean adult lengths 	(head + body) at capture 
(in 	crns) 	± se's 
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or Nicrotus), i.e. P(XC< X 	)> P(X >X 	). AorM 	C 	AorN 

For Apodenius compared with Nicrotus the P values are doubled and 

the test is 2-tailed as the prediction is that there is no 

difference between them, i.e. P(XA > X) = P(X K X) 

Table ha gives the results of this analysis of the external body 

measurements, and shows that, using measurements taken on capture 

of the animals, Clethrionomys is significantly less variable 

than Apodemus at the 10% but not at the 5% level (P = 0.059) 

and is les; variable than Microtus but not significantly so. 

Apodemus and Nicrotus are not significantly different from one 

another. 	If measurements taken at the animal's death are 

used the same trend appears but none are significant at the 5% 

level (Table lib). 

For the skull and mandible measurements I have used only animals 

that were mature at the time of death to avoidas far as possible 

any problems associated with allometric gro'.,th. —f—have divided 

them into sex classes and compared coefficients of variation as 

above. 

Table 12 shows the results of this analysis for the mandible 

measurements. 	Among males Clethrionomys tends to be less variable 

than Aodemus but not significantly so (P = 0.072), but 

Clethrionomys 	are significantly (P = 0.0003)less variable 

than Apodemus 	? 	Combinin dand 	data, Clethrionomys 

is significantly less variable than Anodemus (P = 0.0014). 

The same trend is seen if Clethrionomys is compared with Nicrotus, 

7y7 	 99 that is - a d show no significant difference but t T 	 C 

and 	data combined show Clethrionomys to be significantly less 

variable than Nicrotus (P - 0.003). 
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Table 11 	Coefficients of Variation cornparedfor 
Four External Body Measurements 

a) Catching Data 

Age and sex classes 

C v A 	J 	 IN 	 IF 	 MM 	 MF 

Sample 
Sites 	Wt RB HF T Wt HB HF T 	it HB HF T Wt HB HF T Wt 113 HF T 

RS - - - - --+ - 	 - + + + 

MU 	 - - + - 

SK 	 - - + + 

AP 	 - + - 

MN 	 - - - + 	 + + - + 	- + 

NU 	 - - - - 	+ - + 

	

Jct(I+N) 6/20 	 ? (I+M) 9/17 	/?"+ 	(J+I+M) 15/41 

p = 0.058 	 p = 0.685 	 p = 0.059 

C v N 	J 	 IM 	 IF 	 NM 	 NF 

MU 	 + + + + - - + 	+ - - + 	- + - 

AP 	 - - - 

MN 	 - - + 

NU 	 - - - - 	+ - + 

I+M) 6/12 	 (I+) 5/15 	oj+ 	(J+I+M) 11/27 

p 	0.613 	 p = 0.151 	 p = 0.125 

A v M 	J 	 IN 

MU 

A? 

- 	T 

'Nu 

óô(I+N) 2/8 	7T (I+M) 4/9  
p = 0.290 	p 7 0.9 

IF 	 MM 	 MF 

- - + 
+ - + 

ôt+ ? (J+I+N) 6/17 

p = 0.332 

Killing Data/ 



Table 11 	contd. 

b) Killing Data 

C v A 	NM 

MU 	- - - - 
SK 
MN 	- - + + 

U v N 

MU 	+ 0 - + 

MF 

21 	p = 0.1+5 

	

+ - + - 	 1+/8 p=O.637 

	

Zr- 	- + + 	
C(C1 + 	6/16 p = 0.227 

	

- - - - 	o)2/3 6f+ 2/7 
0//+ 	p = 0.227 

A v N 

FiU + + 	- 	+ 
A? 

i/4 6?+ 2/8 
+ + - + 	 p=O.21+0 
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Table 1;1 	Coefficients of Variation compared for 

C v A (f? 

MU 	+ - 0 + - - - - - - + - - ) 
14/38 p = 0.072 - - + - 	 + + + + + + ) 

NH 	+ + - + - + - - - - - - - ) 

C v A (Vi' ) 

SK+ + - - ± - - + _____ 
MN 	- + + + ----------7/26 	p = 0.0003 

C v A (41+) 	 21/64 p = 0.004 

C V jj (cf?cf) 

MU 	+ + - + + - + - + 0 + - - 7/12 p=O.806 

C v N (TT 

Nil 	- - + + ---------2/13 	p = 0.011 

GyIV, 	+) 	 p=O.003 

Mu 	+ + - + + + 	+ + + + - + ) 
AP 	+ + - - - 0 + ) 12125 p=0.655 

AvM () 

AP 	+ + + + - + - + + + - + + 3/13 p=O.O90 

A v N (+) 	 15/38 p = 0.127 
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Apodemus and Nicrotus do not differ significantly. 

For skull measurements the same trend is observed (Table 13 ) 

butcor 	alone are not always significantly different. 

-7 
Combining ci and 

(5 
 data, both Apodemus and Nicrotus are 

significantly more variable than Clethrionomys (P < 0.05). 

Apodemus and i"icrotus show no significant difference between 

them when compared in the same way. 

If all the skull and mandible coefficients are combined the 

differences between Cietktnonomys and the other two species 

become even more significant. 	C v A 	P <0.0001 

C v N 	P = 0.018 	A v N 	P = 0.097 (see Table i+ ) 

Similarly if external body measurements are added in the differences 

are even greater, 	C V A 	P < 0.0001, C v M 	P = 0.012 11  

(Table 15 ) 

To summarise - There is an obvious and statistically significant 

trend for coefficients of variation to be lower in Clethrionomys 

than in Apodemus and Nicrotus regardless of which class of 

metrical measurements are considered. 

Thus, at the levels of organisation of external morphology and 

skeletal size as well as at the enzyme level, Clethrionomys 

shows a lower level of variability than either Nicrotus or 

Apodemus. 

Another level of organisation, that of "threshold" skull characters 

will be explored in the next chapter. 	The data used in both of 

these investigations is available for an attempt to answer the 

second question posed at the end of Chapter IV, namely the measure 

of overall divergence or "distance" between the populations. 	This 

will be discussed in Chapter VII.. 
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Table 13 	Coefficiets of Variation compared for 
eleven skull measurements 

C v A (6) 

Nu - - - 	- 	0 	- - 	+ 	- + 	- 	6/20 p = 0.026 
NN - - - 	- 	- 	+ + 	+ 	- 0 	+ 

C v A () 

SK 0 - - 	+ 	- 	+ + 	- - 	- 	7/21 p=O.O95 

IVIN + - - 	- 	- 	- - 	- 	+ + 	+ 

C v A (c+-) 13/4.1 p = 0.003 

C vN (t) 

MU - 0 - 	+ 	+ 	+ - 	* + 	- 	5/10 p=0.623 

CvIV, () 

MU - - - 	- 	- 	- - 	- 	- + 	- 	-i/il p = 0.011 

C v m (i'f'+) 6/21 p = 0.058 

AvivI (I1t) 

11U + + - 	+ 	+ 	+ - 	+ 	- + 	+ 	3/11 p=0.226 

AvN q T ) 
AP - + - 	+ 	+ 	+ - 	- 	0 - 	1 /10 p=0.651+ 

AvlvI +) 9/21 p=0.66k 
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Table 12+ 	Coefficients of Variation compared - 
Skull and Mandible Measurements 

C v A 	3]/1 D5 	p < 0.0001 

C v N, 	15/2+4 	p=0.0i8 

AvM 	22+759 	p=0.29k 

c9C) 
( 	c 	cX 

7 
and r -  combined) 

Table 15 	Coefficients of Variation compared - 
Skull, Mandible and External Body Measurements 

C v A 	48/151 	p < 0.0001 

C v M 	26/72 	p = 0.012 

AvM 	30/76 	p=0.384 

(J( and q 0 - combined) 
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CUAPTE1 VI 	 Non-metrical Variation 

The non-metrical variation under consideration here is that 

of threshold characters - "characters of biological interest 

or import whose inheritance is multifactoria], but whose 

distribution is discontinuous" (Falconer, 1960). 	Examples of 

this type of variation are litter size, disease resistance, 

presence or absence of vertebrae or teeth, an additional bone 

in a suture, an accessory foramen adjacent to a recognised one. 

The manifestation of variants of this type can be scored as 

absent, present or present to a defined degree. 	As they are 

under the influence of many genes but are discontinuous in their 

manifestation they have been described by GrUneberg (1952) as 

"quasi-continuous variations". 	Berry and Searle (1963) have 

also described this type of variation as "epigenetic polymorphism". 

This type of variation has an underlying continuity of causal 

factors which is both. genetic and environmental in origin, with 

a "threshold" (containing both genetic and environmental elements) 

which imposes a discontinuity on the expression of the character. 

bpigenetic polymorphisms have been extensively studied in primates 

and rodents. 	Berry (1968) reviews a variety of studies on 

non-metrical skeletal variants. 	GrUneberg and his colleagues 

have made a long study of various aspects of this type of 

variation. (GrUneberg, 1952), Green (1941) and Searle (1954 ) have 

shown that the presence or absence of a particular variant in 

an individual depends partly on the genetic makeup and partly 

on a number of non-genetic causes. 	Truslove (1961) has shown 

that the incidences of almost all such variants studied in the 

mouse are uncorrelated. 
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Most studios of this type of variation have been done on 

laboratory strains of mice (Truslove, 1952; Deol and Truslove, 

957; Deol, 1955;  Deol et al, 1960; Searle 195' ; Grewal, 

1962). 	The techniques have also been usefully incorporated 

in studies on wild populations of Apodemus b: Hedges (1969) 

and berry et al (1967), of Nus musculus by Berry (1963 and 1970) 

and of grey seals by Berry (1969a). Berry and Searle (1963) 

examined epigenetic polymorphisms in a wide variety of wild 

rodent species. 

Using the characters described in the papers above as a basis 

I made a preliminary survey of Clethrionomys, Apodemus and 

iicrotus skulls and drew up a list of 25 characters most of 

which could be scored easily in all three species. 	I included 

the simple/complex tooth character described by Corbet (1963 and 

196'+) to be scored only in Clethrionomys 

Table 16  gives a list and descriptions of all the characters 

scored., some of them illustrated. 

Skulls were prepared as described in Chapter III, Section B, and 

were observed and scored for presence or absence of variants 

under a binocular microscope (x10 magnification). 	t least 20 

of the 25 characters were scored for any one species. 

Occasionally some had to be missed if the skulls were not 

clean enough or were damaged. 

In order to compare amounts of variation between species using 

these data a method had to be found to measure variation 

within each species. 	This was not asy as the data was in 

symbolic form, in many cases there were up to thee—stafes and 
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Table 16 

Non-metrical variants 	- 	list of variants (and codes used) 

Complex or simplex tooth (Corbet, 1964) - Bank voles only 

The fourth liiigual ridge of M3  is either present or absent, 

termed complex or simplex; or is present to a lesser degree, 

'rmed intermediate. 

, S, I) 	(Fig. 19) 

Preorbital foramen double (Berry, 1963) 

Anterior to the canalis infraorbitalis is a foramen on the 

lateral side of the skull, most frequently on the suture 

between maxilla and premaxilla. 	This has been named the 

preorbital foramen and is occasionally double, rarely absent. 

(D,S,A) (Fig. 21) 

Frontals parted (Truslove, 1952) 

This usually manifests asIh spindle-shaped widening of the suture 

between the frontals behind the transverse sinus'. 

(, 0) 

Frontals fused (Deol and Truslove, 1957) 

This dorsal fusion is easily recognised and may be partial 

or complete. 

-- 

Interfrontal present (Truslove, 1952) 

I'Thd interfrontal bone occupies a position in the suture 

between the fronta.ls anterior to the transverse sinus. 	It 

differs from ordinary suture or ormian bones by the regularity 

of its outline and position, and by the fact that the sutures 

surrounding it are invariably smooth. 

(P, A) 
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Fig. 19 
	

Clethrionornys - variation on the third molar 

from (Jorbet (1961 ) 

	

22 	72 

	

V 3 	
73 

A- simple 	
B- intermediate C-complex 

Fig. 20 
	

Clethrionomys mandible from either side 

24 

25 
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Median frontal foramen 

This foramen is occasionally present just posterior to the 

frontal, nasal suture and generally in the midline. 

(F, A) 	(Fig. 21) 

Frontal foramen I (Berry and Scone, 1963) 

The frontal foramen on the lateral surface of the frontal bone 

near the dorsal edge of the orbit may be represented by one, two 

or rarely more separate foramina. 	It is classified as double 

if more than one foramen is present on the side concerned. 

(D, S, A) 	(Fig. 21) 

3. Frontal foramen II 

This lies ventrally to frontal foramen I in the centre of the 

orbit and may be double or single. 

(D, s) (Fig. 21) 

Frontal foramen III 

This foramen was mentioned by Berry and Searle (1963) and lies 

anteriorly to frontal foramen 1 on the lateral surface of the 

frontal bone near the dorsal edge of the orbit. 	It is often absent. 

(D, 	8, A) 	(Fig. 2 1 ) 

Maxillary foramen I (Berry, 1963) 

A foramen on the ventral surface of the maxilla close to the 

interalveolar margin and anterior to the tooth row. 	It is 

variable in position in diffrent animals. 	There is usually 

only one formen in this position but there may be one or more 

accessory foramina in the vicinity, or it may be absent altogether. 

(L, S, A) 	(Fig. 21) 



3 

14 

15 

2( 
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Fig. 21 	

Dors01 eraj view of CletrIono . 

22 	Ventral view of Glethrionon 	lcu21 
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Iaxillary foramen II (Berry, 1963) 

Also on the ventral surface of the maxilla, this foramen is 

more variable in position than F.f.I. and is situated laterally 

on the zyonwtic arch. 	It may be present or absent, or 

rarely double. 

(u, S, A) 	(Fig. 22) 

iaxillary foramen III - hank voles only 

This foramen is on the ventro-lateral surface of the maxilla 

close to the origin of the zygomatic arch. 	It may be double, 

single or absent. 

(D, S, A) ('j?; 22) 

Foramen palatinum majus (Berry and Searle, 1963) 

This may be divided in two by a bony spur from one margin of 

the foramen, usually somewhat posterior to the mi1le of the 

foramen. 	It is classified as double or single. 

(D, B) (Fig. 22) 

11+. Foramen palatirium anterius (Berry, 1963) 

Foramen palatinurn minus posterius 

The two pairs of minor palatine foramina have been called 

anteriour and posterior and may be double, single or absent. 

(D, S, A) 	(Fig. 22) 

Foramen sphenoidale medium (Deol, 1955) 

This foramen, when present, is situated on the ventral side of 

the basisphenoid, near its centre. 	It does not usually pierce 

the bone, but communicates with a central cavity. 	It may vary 

considerably in size but is classified as present even if very small. 

(p, A) 	(Fig. 22) 
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Foramen sphenoidale laterale ventrale (3erry., 1963) 

On the lateral sides of the sphenoid bone there are occasionally 

large foramina, usually anterior to the foramen aphenoidale 

medium. These have been classified as present if visible from 

the ventral surface of the skull. 

(, A) (Fig. 22) 

Foramen ovale double (Deol, 1955) 

'If any part of the foramen ovale or the canalis alaris has 

a septum dividing it, then the foramen ovale is classified as 

double; the absence of a septum makes it single." 	The position 

and shape of the foramen ovale is very variable in rodents 

but it is always readily classifiable. 

(D, s) 	(Fig. 22) 

Foramen ovale open (Deol, 1955) 

"The foramen ovale is normally surrounded by bone. 	however, 

occasionally its posterior margin may be incomplete, leaving 

it open in that direction." 

Foramen pterygoideum (Berry, 1963) 

This foramen lies on the ventral surface of the skull just 

lateral to the pterygoid processes, medial to the foramen 

ovale and running into the sphenoid. 	It may be double, single 

or occasionally absent. 

(B, S, A) 	(Fig. 22) 

 Foraen infra-ovale (Berry, 1963) 

This foramen lies inside and in some animals (voles), posterior 

to the petrosal process. 	Like the foramen pterygoideum, it runs 

into the sphenoid. 	It may be double, single or absent. 

(.D, S, A) 	(Fig. 22) 
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Processus pterygoideus (Deol, 1955) 

"The processus pterygoideus of the sphenoid bone varies in 

size from absence through a small prominence of bone to alarge, 

wedge-shaped process which extends backwards farther than the 

ala temporalis." 	(It was not classified in voles but scored 

as completely preent or absent in mice.) 

(p, A) 

Foramen hypoglossi (Deol, 1955) 

The foramen hypoglossi of the occipital bone may be double or 

single. 	There may also be additional adjacent foramina. 

It was classified as double if there were more than one foramen 

in this position. 

(D, s) 	(Fig. 22) 

Accessory mental foramen (Deol, 1955) 

"The mental foramen in the mandible is generally a single 

aperture, but in some skulls an accessory foramen may be 

present by its side." 	When an extra small foramen occurred 

within the main one, it was not classified as accessory (Berry 

and Searle, 1963). 

(i- )  A) 	(Fig. 20) 

Nandibular foramen (Berry, 1963) 

This is occasionally double and was classified as such if two 

or more foramina were present on the inner, upper surface of 

the mandible. 

(D, s) 	(Fig. 20) 
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not a simple presence/absence situation. 	In addition half 

of the characters were scored on both sides of the skull and 

half on the centre. 	Falconer (1960) devised a method for 

mo'surin variation in threshold characters when there are more 

than two states. 	This is a comprehensive method and has been 

used on rodent skull scores by Berry (1968) but could not ,be 

used satisfactorily to analyse my data for the following 

reasons: - 

i 	Very few characters overlap in expression between species 

within a sample, e.g. Clethrionomys may have AA AS SS and 

Apodemus SS SD DD, for a bisymmetrical character. 

ii Not enough of the ones which do overlap have two thresholds 

in common or even two thresholds at all. 

iii An assumption firmly stated prior to the use of this model 

is that the underlying continuous variation in the samples 

to be compared is the same. 	It does not seem biologically 

logical to assume this for different species. 

GrUneberg (1952)  in discussing the various criteria for 

recognising "quasi-continuous" characters states: "For genetically 

heterogeneous populations one of the most important (criteria) 

is the occurrence of asymmetrical expression in lateral variants". 

It seemed to me that if there were no evidence of correlation 

between sides for these characters, a not unusual ohenornenon 

known as fluctuating asymmetry (Van Valen, 1962; Souls, 1967), 

then sidedness could legitimately be igmored. 	Table 17 shows 

chi-squared tests of observed and expected numbers of character 

types for six bilateral characters in six populations. 	Results 
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Table 	17 Showing test for correlation between sides of bilateral 
non -metrical characters. 

(c) Microtus - 	six characters in three populations 

Character MU MN AP 
No. 	Type 0 E 0 E O 

2 	AS 2 1.5 0 0 2 2.4 4 3.9 0.002 
55 5 5.6 4 4.1 9 9.6 18 19.3 0.08 
SD 3 2.2 2 1.7 4 3.1 9 7.0 0.57 

p>0.7 n=2 20.65 

7 	AA 3 2.5 2 1.4 7 4.2 12 8.1 1.88 
AS 4 5.0 1 3.4 2 6..5 7 14.9 4.19 
55 3 2.5 2 2.5 5 2.7 10 7.7 0.69 
SD 0 0 1 0.5 1 0.9 2 1.4 0.26 
DD 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 

0.10 'p 7 0. 05 	n = 3 
	 2IV, = 7.02 

	

U SS 	9 9.0 - - 13 11.3 
	

22 20.3 0.14 

	

SD 	1 0.9 - - 1 4.3 
	

2 5.2) 0.51 
Dl) 0 0.1 - - 2 0.4 2 0.5) 

	

p0.30 n=1 
	

iV = 0.92 

13 	SS 0 0 3 	1.5 1 0.1 
SD 2 1.8 0 	3.0 3 4.3 
DI) 8 8.1 3 	1.5 12 11.3 

pO.O5 n=2 

10 	SS 9 9.0 - 	- 13 11.3 
SD 1 0.9 - 	- 1 3.2 
DI) 0 0 - 	- 1 0.2 

0.05 > p 7 0.02 n = 	1 

23 	SS 6 4.9 2 	1.1 6 4. 
SD 2 4.2 1 	2.5 5 8.0 
DD 2 0.9 3 	2.0 5 3.5 

0.05>p>0.02 n=2 

ll 	1.6 3.60 
5 	9.1 1.85 
23 	20.9 0.21 

= 5.66 

22 20.3 0.14 
2 	4.1) 
1 0.2) 0.39 

2 = 0.53 

14 	10.5 1.12 
8 	15.1 3.34 
10 	6.4 2.02 

= 6.48 
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of these show the sides are not significantly correlated. 	A 

a result of this test I felt that the most obvious way to 

describe variation of this type would be to treat each score as 

a separate entity (i.e. ignore sidedness), to assume randomness 

in the populations and to monitor change in type as rassing 

through the population. 	(Like taking a transect across a 

field and scoring colours of flowers passed.) 	To do this I 

used a program (NsANSKV) which counts the incidence of change 

in type as it passes through the population for each skull 

character. 	The number of changes are gummed at the end and 

can be divided by the number of animals in the population to give 

an index which may be compared between species. 	The higher 

this index, the more variable that character in the population. 

Table 18a shows the results of this analysis for males, 	Table lBb 

for females and Table 18c for combined male and female data. 

For every population using this method of analysis on the quasi-

continuous type of variation, Clethriônomys seems to bemore 

variable than either Apodemus or Microtus. 

As this is a rather ad hoc method of analysis it seemed 

appropriate to analyse the data by more orthodox methods 

especially as these results revealed trends in the opposite 

direction to those shown by the results of the enzyme and the 

continuous varjtjon studies. 

The nearer the mean of the proportions of a character approximate 

to 0.5 for double characters or to 0.33 for treble ones, the 

more variable that character within the population (Hill, 1976). 

Comparing the deviation of proportions from 0.5 or. 0.33  within 



Table 18 	Showing incidence of change in skull character 
type divided by total in sample 

((( CJ.ethrionomys Apodoznus Microtus 

IRS 128/15 = 8.5 22/5 = 4.4 - 
jvj 104/11 = 9.4 60/8 = 7.5 34/6 = 5.7 

5K 231/27 = 8.5 30/5 = 6.0 - 
AP - 44/6 = 7.3 59/9 = 6.6 

IvjN 135/16 = 8.4 118/11+ = 8.4 17/3 = 5.7 

NH 146/16 = 9.1 28/3 = 9.3 - 
NU 99/12 	= 8.2 (5/2 = 2.5) 

BY 91/13 	= 7.0 (8/2 = 4.0) - 

Mean 8.4 6.1 6.0 

 

117/14  = 8.3 (10/2 = 5) - 
MU 113/13 = 8.7 (11/2 = 5.5) 25/4  = 6.2 

5K 163/21 = 7.8 23/4  = 5.7 - 
AP (14/2  7.0) 31/6 = 5.2 26/6 = 4.3 

MN 74/7 = 10.6 40/6 = 6.7 18/3 = 6.0 

NH 79/7 = 11.3 (11/2 = 5.5) - 
NU 35/5 = 7.0 - - 
BY 46/7 = 6.6 - - 

Mean 8.4 .6 5.5 
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Table 18 	Showing results of incidence scores of skull characters 

c)c5t+ 	Clethrionomys 

RS 248/29 = 8. 

MU 210/24 = 8.7 

SK 1+06/48 = 	'8.1+ 

AP 142/20 = 7.1 

MN 212/23 = 9.2 

ME 228/23 = 9.9 

NU 136/17 = 8.0 

140/20 = 7.0 

Means 8.3 

ED 	64/8 = 8.0 

Means 	8.3 

Apodemus ]icrotus 

38/7 = 5.4 - 

76/10 = 7.6 6o/lo = 6.0 

60/9 = 6.7 - 

18/3 = 6.0 - 

170/20 = 8.5 39/6 = 6. 

48 / 5 =9.6 (12/2=6) 

10/3 = 3.3 (11/2 = 5.5) 

6.7 6.2 

97/16 = 	6.1 17/1+ = 4.2 

(ED is Edinburgh, a combination of all the Edinburgh area 

samples, CG, RL, CS and ZO). 
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different species for the same character will 'give an estimate 

of whether one species is more variable thati another. 

Program NSKULL25 generates proportions of each type of the 25 

skull characters. 	Program MSKULLCF(witten with the aid of 

Ili. 1)0w) uses the proportions, takes the mod of each score, 

subtracts 0.33  for 3-type and 0.5 for 2-type cases, and compares 

the final totals between species. 

Table 19 gives the results of this analysis for males, females 

and for combined male and female data. 

The trend is the same as that found using the first method of 

analysis. 	Clethrionomys has consistently higher scores and is 

thus more variable by these criteria than either Apodernus or 

Nicrotus in both males and females. 

To provide further confirmation of this phenomenon I analysed 

the data in yet another manner aug ested by Mike Prentice of 

1)dinburgh University Statistics Department. 	This entailed 

calculating the chi-squared statistic for each score within 

each character and comparing the size of the summed statistic 

for one species with that of another species for the same 

character. 

An examination of several populations analysing sexes both 

separately and combined revealed that Clethrionomys had more 

chi-squareds which were gre ter than those for Apodemus or 

1icrotus than ones which were smaller. 	These are significant 

at 10 level using a sign test. 	Apodemus compared with I:icrotus 

shows no trend in either direction. 	As these results coincided 

with and confirmed those of the previous two analyses they have 

not been expounded in detail. 
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Table 19 	Showing comparison of deviationsd'pronortions (from 0.5 
for two state characters and from 0.33 for three state 
characters) of skull scores between pairs of species 

C v A 

RS 13:10 10:8 11:7 

MU 9:8 11:6 9:10 

SK 13:9 12:7 13:8 

jvjN 10:8 12:6 12:6 

MIl 9:7 - 10:9 

NU - - 12:3 

C v N 

MU 	 10:7 	10:8 	 9:9 

MN 	 11:6 	12:5 	 11:6 

- 	 - 	 12:5 

NU 	 - 	 - 	 11:5 

A v N 

MU 	 10:8 	9:6 	 10:7 

MJ 	 10:5 	 7:6 	 6:9 

NU 	 - 	 - 	 2:6 
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To summarise so far:- 

I have investigated and measured amounts of vnriation at several 

levels of organisation of three species of small mammal: 

At the level of gross moruholog'y be it weight or various 

lengths Clethrionomys is less variable than either Apodemus 

or Nicrotus. 

At the level of skeletal morphology measuring continuous 

variation Clethrionomys is less variable than either Apodemus 

or Nicrotus. 

At the level of skeletal morphology measuring threshold 

or semi-discrete variation Clethrionomys is more variable 

than either Apodemus orMicrotus. 

1+) Js.t the level of enzyme or protein "morphology" measuring 

discrete variation, Clethrionomys is less variable than either 

Apodemus or Microtus 

This presents an apparent paradox which will be discussed in 

Chapter VIII. 
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C1IAPTE1 VII 
	

Multivariate Morphometrics and 1easures of Distance 

1. 1u1tivariate iorphometrics 

2. iu1tivariate distance measures using metrical characters 

Iahalonobjs's Distances 

Canonical Variate Analysis 

Conclusions 

3. Nultivariate distance measures using non-metrical characters 

4. Surm'rary 
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ChAPTL.k VII 
	

Fultivariate morphometrics and measures of distance 

Section 
A, iultivariate morphometrics 

A history of the philosophy behind multivariate morphometrics 

is givenin Chapter I. 	The earliest attempts at a quantitative 

assessment of shapes were almost all conducted with the aid of 

ratios of characters. 	The use of these has many disadvantages, 

not least among them the fact that only two variables can 

be dealt with at once. 	Discriminant functions can use a 

large number of variables to describe relationships between 

different populations of organisms. 	There is a difficult 

conceptual jump between ratios and discriminant functions 

which is discussed in Chapter Lf  of Blacklith and Peyment (1975). 

"The statistical idea underlying the method of discriminant 

functions may best be discussed in terms of two universes. 

In the case of two universes, U and U2, reasonably well-known 

from samples drawn from them, a linear discriminant function is 

constructed on the basis of k variables and two samples of 

size N1  and N2. 	On the grounds of measurements of the same 

k variables on a newly found individual, the researcher wishes 

to assign this individual to one of the universes with the 

least chance of making a mistake ... The individual may be 

from either universe or be morphometrically close to either of 

them • 

The application of discriminant functions ... offers a useful, 

albeit approximate, procedure for a graphical display of 

populations with respect to the riegree of morphometric likeness 

between samples" (Blacklitli and Reyment, 1975), e.g. drawn from 
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various geographical locations. 	It is relatively easy to 

judge with the human senses whether a certain animal is from 

this or that place once the human observer is familiar with 

the total range of animals but this was a very difficult thing 

to measure or to be exact about until the advent of multivariate 

morphometrics on a sound mathematical basis. 

A measure of "distance" or degree of relatedness between two 

populations or universes which stems from the same intellectual 

approach as the discriminant function and which is readily 

calculable from it is the Generalised Distance of iahalonobis (1936 ). 

Section 
B. 	ultivariate Distance measures using metrical characters 

(a) i'iahalonobis's Distances 

The Generalised Distance of Nahalonobis is found by "multiplying 

the vector of differences between the means for the two groups. 

decause it is based on the discriminant function, the generalised 

distance allows each character to carry only its proper amount 

of information about the separation of the groups, and eliminates 

the effects of correlation between the characters" (Blacklith 

and 1eyment, 1975). 	There are many methods of measuring distances 

or similarity coefficients using metrical characters, e.g. I'ei 

(1972); Rogers (1972), but all tend to give similar results 

although differing in detail, Friedlander (1974);  Crow and 

Denajaton (1974 ); Holmes (1975). 	The iahalonobis D2  is perhaps 

the most widely used and there are various statistical comiuter 

packages readily wailable for its calculation. 
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I sorted all the metrical data using an IMP proc'ram, MSOR'rOUT, 

into two groups of mandible and upper skull measurements for 

each species. 	This information for all populations of any one 

species was fed into a Genstat package (GEflSTiT V NARK 3,08) 

which generated D 2a between all pairs of populations. 

Thble 20a shows a matrix of taholonobjs's distances between all 

samples of wild caught Clethrionomys for both mandible and 

skull measurements. 	It can be seen at a glance that the 

1I-aasay population is furthest frorn all the others. 	Distances 

from the islands to the mainland populations are larger than 

those between mainland samples. 	This is as expected and is 

in accordance with the island voles' sub-specific status. 

llqh~lt might be less expected are the relatively small distances 

between the islands themselves. 	The mean island to island 

distance for Clethrionomys is 3.68 + 0.86 for skull measurements 

and 3.43 + 0.61 for mandible measurements. 	There are no 

significant differences between means of these inter-island 

distances and the means for inter-mainland population 

distances; skull measurements 3.56 + 0.26 and mandible 

measurements 3.1+1 + 0.19. 	The means of distances from island 

to nearest mainland populations are larger, but not significantly 

so, than the mean inter-island or inter-mainland distances (see 

table 20b ). 	And the mean distances from islands to all the 

mainland samples are considerably larger than any of the other 

mean distances: 5.31+ ± 0.33 for skull measurements and 5.67 + o.4,Y 

for mandible measurements. 	Fig.23 shows these distances in 

diagrammatic form. 
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Fig. 2,3 	Mean distances of island and mainland ponulations from 
one another (wild-caught populations) 

Islands 	 I'earest i'ain1and 
	

Mainland 

C) 
	 0 

0 	 4.83 	
0 	 0 

0 	 0 

0 	 0 
3,55 

3.48 

5.51 

All islands 	 All mainland 
populations 
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That these distances are genetic and not totally of environmental 

causation is shown in the consistency of the relationships 

between populations whether animals are wild-caught or reared 

in the laboratory. 	Table 21 is a matrix of Fdahalonobis 

distances for lab-reared samples and Figs. 24 P 25 	show these 

distances plotted against distances between wild-caught samples. 

It is notable that although there is a consistency in the 

direction of these distances there is a difference in dimension 

of lab-reared and wild-caught inter-sample distances. 	The 

greater distances between lab-reared samples than between wild-

caught samples sug,,ests a similarity of environmental stresses 

in the wild modifying considerably genetic differences between 

samples which are revealed in lab-reared voles. 

The underlying assumption in the use of Nahalonobis's distances 

is that the variance is the same in all samples included in the 

comparison but that they may differ in their means. 	The 

validity of this assumption for my data was tested by splitting 

the samples into two groups (1) Island populations and 

(2) ainland populations. 	Distances were measured within the 

groups and compared with the original distances discovred using 

all samples together. 	There are no significant differences 

between mean inter-island and inter-mainland distances for 

either skull or mandible measurements when separate groups are 

compared with the situation when all samples are included in 

the analysis (see Table 22). 

Turning aside from Clethrionomys to consider Apodemus we find a 

very different situation. 	Table 23 shows a matrix of Nahalonobis 

Distances for Apodemus samples and it can be seen that there 

is very little difference between any of them. 
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Table 24 shows a similar matrix for Microtus. 

The distances between Apodemus samples do not fit in with the 

Hebridean sub-species hypothesis. 	Distances from islands to 

the mainland are no greater than inter-mainland sample distances. 

Inter-island and inter-mainland distances are remarkably similar. 

iicrotus from southern Britain are assigned to a sub-specific 

class and yet the Martin's Haven (mainland Vales) sample does 

not appear to be particularly distant from any of the others. 

stimates of degrees of relatedness might be shown better in 

pictorial form. 	This can be done by means of Canonical 

Variate Plots. 

(b) Canonical Variate Analysis 

As well as using skull and mandible measurements to calculate 

measures of distance, it is also possible to use them to 

calculate the underlying dimensions of the variation and to use 

these as axes, or canonical variates of a chart on which the 

different populations may be plotted. 	The arrangement of 

groups in the space described by the canonical variates is 

known as discriminatory topology. 	It is a reduction to two 

dimensions of an n-dimensional generalised distance chart. 

'Altough the method of canonical variates is not usually 

thought of as a clustering method, because it operates on 

measurements made on groups of organisms (groups which are known 

prior to the analysis) it does afford an effective rethod of 

clustering these groups into biologically meaningful entities 

The extent to which canonical variate analysis can be used 
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to give information about infra-specific and geographical 

relationships is shown by Delany and Whittaker (1969)  who 

studied variations of field-mice with the aid of nine skull 

characters" (i3lacklith and Reyment, 1975). 	Campbell and 

Mahon (1974) used this method to study variation in two species 

of a Rock Crab. 

1 used a Biomedical Computer Package to produce Canonical 

Variate Plots using the same data as I had put into the 

ianalonobis's Distance programs. 

Figs. 2530 show these plots for wild-caught samples of 

Clethrionomys, Apodemus and Ylicrotus. 	I have connected the 

outlying individuals to give a rough picture of the extent 

of variation within the samples. 	The means are accentuated 

and labelled with the sample name. 

Fig6  31c32 areploUsof lab-reared Clethrionomys samples. 

These plots contain 80-90% of the available information, i.e. 

the first two canonical variates contain 8090% of the 

available variation. 	These two variates are con-Tht 

measurements, which means that shape and size are both being 

corits red. 

c) Conclusions 

These data support the taxonomic status of racial distinctiveness 

of the island populations of Clethrionomys glareolus. 	They 

also reveal that the island races are in some ways as closely 

related to one another as are the mainland populations within 

the britannicus race. 	The distances between island and 
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mainland races are greater than either the between-island or 

between-mainland distances. 	All this would tend to support 

the relict hypothesis of the origin of the island races 

which was outlined in Chapter II. 

The highly distinct external morphologies of the island 

forms might be attributable to evolution from a. common relict 

stock within small populations in very distinctive island 

environments. 	Further evidence supporting the hypothesis 

that the island forms are relicts of an earlier nageri-like 

occupant of the British Isles comes from some of my laboratory 

breeding experiments. 	I found that a laboratory stock of 

Clethrionomys glareolus nageri from the Alps bred much more 

readily with C.g.erica from Raasay than with any of the other 

voles. 	It also bred readily with C.g.skomerensis. 	(I had 

difficulty in breeding any of the Mull voles at all.) 

C.g.nageri and C.g.erica are very alike in form and temperament. 

The Mahalonobis distances between C.g.nageri and British 

Island racial forms of Clethrionomys (this time using British 

Museum samples) show very little difference among themselves. 

The mean inter-island distance is less than the mean island/ 

nageri distance but not considerably so (See Table 25 and 

Canonical Variate Plots Figs. 33 & 34). 

The mean distances between island and nearest mainland samples 

are less than those between islands and all the mainland samples. 

This might suggest that, although the island races were 

originally of relict stock, there may have been migration in 

either or both directions to and from the islands and their 
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nearest mainland sites. 	Raasay is more geographically 

isolated than Null or Skomer from its nearest mainland site. 

Raasay voles are more !'enetically distinct than the other 

island forms and are more like the naççeri vOles than the others. 

Section 
Distance measures using non-metrical skull characters 

Berry (1968) reviews the history of the use of threshold 

skeletal characters to characterise populations and the more 

recent attempts to make such comparisons quantitative, e.g. 

Laughlin (1963). 	Berry (1963) states "In a population with 

a fairly fixed gene-pool, the probability of finding offspring 

with below and above threshold-determining gene associations 

will be fixed within limits, and hence the 'population incidence' 

of a variant will be a real property of that population. 

Differences in the incidences of variants can be taken to 

represent quantitative genetical differences between the 

populations or strains under consideration". 	It is possible 

to calculate a multivariate distance statistic based on all 

the variants classified which gives a quantitative measure 

of genetical separation (Grewal, 1962 , ; Howe and Parsons, 

1967). 	Berry, in all his papers on threshold characters uses 

a method devised by C.S.B. Smith (Grewal, 1962) because "the 

computation is easy, and only one statistic emerges from each 

pair of comparisons" (Berry, 1968). 	The calculation is 

relatively simple:- 

Mean measure of divergence between 2 populations A and B is 

- Bl / 1 	1 
I 	 i -- + - 	 where 0 is the 

N 	) 	'1A 	B1 
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angular transformation measured in radians of the percentage 

incidence of each variant (such that the angular value Q 

corresponding to the percentage incidence p is defined 

as Q = sin(1-2p) ), N is the number of variants classified 

and n is the number of individuals in each population. 

Using this method I calculated the distance between all pairs 

of populations. 	Table 26 shows a matrix of these distances 

and the means of distances betwcn island and mainland 

populations. 	(Fig.35 shows this diagramaticaJly.) 	As 

with the metrical distance measure, it can be seen at a 

glance that Faasay, and Skomer, are very distant from all 

mainland populations. 	(Although Skomer and Martin's Haven 

seem to be closer than other island/mainland distances.) 

There is considerable variation in the pattern of these 

distances compared with the other method of measuring 

distance. 	Po-sible reasons for this will be discussed below. 

however, the mean distances Island v Island, Island v Mainland 

and Mainland v i'iainland show the same trend as that revealed 

by the other distance measures. 	That is, the islands are 

virtually as close to one another as the mainland populations 

are to each other and the biggest mean distance is the Island 

v Total Mainland one. 	This, then, supports the relict 

hypothesis of island vole origin as discussed in section 2 (c).above. 

Tables 27 & 28 show similar matrices for Apodemus and Ilicrotus. 

Berry (1968) has stated "Metrical observations tend to be 

coirelated to a much greater extent than are non-metrical ones 

(Berry and Smith, 1967;  Berry and Berry, 1967)9  and allowance 
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Table 26 Matrix of distances between wild-caught populations o 
Clethrionomys (calculated using multivariate distance 
statistic based on proportions of 24 skull 
variants 

Sample 
RS MU SK AP MN Mil BY NU HE ED Size 

RS - 0.15 0.17 0.21 0.16 0.36 0.17 0.22 0.26 0.24 29 

MU 	0.15 	- 	0.21 0.08 -0.01 0.27 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.01 	24 

SK 0.17 0.21 - 0.28 0.17 0.01 0.38 0.24 0.17 0.41 48 

AP 	0.21 0.08 0.28 	- 	-1.22 0.18 0.10 0.07 0.03 -0.05 	3 

II 	0.16 -0.01 0.17 -1.22 	- 	0.15 0.12 0.03 0.13 0.01 	23 

i 0.36  0.27 0.01 0.18 0.15 - 0.39 0.13 0.09 0.28 23 

BY 0.17 0.22 0.38 0.10 0.12 0.39 - 0.32 0.28 0.10 20 

NU 0.22 0.16 0.24 0.07 0.03 0.13 0.32 - 0.09 0.04 17 

hZ 0.26 0.13 0.17 0.03 0.3 0.09 0.28 0.09 	0.16 10 

BO 0V0.01 O,1 -0,05 O.O 0.2 0.70 O.Q 	0.16 

ieans of distances between wild-caught populations of Clethriononiys 

(with standard errors) 

Island Island Island Mainland 
V V V V 

Island Nearest Total Mainland 
Mainland Mainland 

0.18 + 0.02 (0.11 	+ 0.10 0.21 	+ 0.02 0.15 + 0.03 - Mean sea - PS and SK - - 
only) 

Mean distance of island v 3M Nageri Clethrionomys = 0.18 ± 0.05 
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Fig. 3 	Mean distances of island and mainland populations 
from one another (wild-caught populations). 
(Distances calculated using non-metrical characters x 100 

Islands 	 Nearest Mainland 	 Iviainlaid 

0 	 0 

[I] 

0< 	(ii) 	 >0 	 0 

18 	 15 

__: ° 
All islands 	 AU mainland populations 
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Table 27 	Matrix of distances between wild-caught populations of 
Apodemus (calculated using multivariate distance statistic 
based on proportions of 22 skull vaiiates100 ) 

RS MU SK AP MN NH B'Y NU ED 

0.00 0.36 0.38 0.13 0.76 0.66 1.22 0.30 0.6 

MU 0.36 0.00 0.20 0.01 0.04 0.48 -0.26 0.64 0.48 

SK 0.38 0.20 0.00 - 0.28 0.28 o.113 0.80 0.06 

AP 0.13 0.01 - 0.00 0.09 0.48 -0.17 - 0.40 

MN 0.76 0.04 0.28 0.09 0.00 0.18 0.32 0.73 0.02 

ii 0.66 0.48 0.28 0.48 0.18 0.00 - 1.21 -0.07 

BY 1.22 -0.16 0.28 -0.17 0.32 - 0.00 0.13 0.25 

MU 0.30 0.64 0.80 - 0.73 1.21 0.13 0.00 0.93 

EL) 0.65 0.48 0.06 0.40 0.02 -0.07 0.25 0.93  0.00 

Mean distances between wild-caught populations of Apodemus 

(with standard errors) 

Island 	Island v 	Island v 	Mainland 
v 	Nearest 	Total 	 V 

Island 	Mainland 	Mainland 	Mainland 

Mean(-sds) 0.31 + 0.06 0.15 + 0.07 	0.39 -4- 0.07 	0.43 + 0.11 

Table 28 Matrix of distances between wild-caught populations of 
Microtus (calculated using multivariate distance statistic 
based on proportions of 20 skull variants) 

MU AP 'MN NH NU ED 

MU 	0.00 0.12 0.07 -0.08 	- 	0.04 

A? 	0.12 0.00 -0.05 0.18 	- 	0.03 

MN 	0.07 -0.05 0.00 0.28 -0.15 -0.16 

Ii 	-0.08 0.18 0.28 0-00(-0-5  6) 
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has to be made for any such correlations; and though the 

genetics of skeletal growth and allometry are complex, they 

are intrinsically simplified by the developmental threshold 

that intervenes to turn a continuous variable into a dis- 

continuous one. 	The rate of change of the measure of 

divergence has been calculated in the laboratory (Grewal, 1962 ) 

and consequently it is much easier to understand a measure of 

divergence in genetical terms than it is (say) a coefficient 

of racial likeness". 	Brothwell (1958) and Laughlin and 

Jargesson (1956) used both metrical and non-metrical data to 

estimate "genetical distances" between populations. 	There 

appear to be no significant correlations between the two 

methods in either case. 	Berry and Smith (1967) tried the 

same thing, found no correlation. 	I have found a measure 

of similarity but no significant correlations between measures 

of distance using metrical and non-metrical characters. 	I 

would like to pake the following reservations about the use of 

non-metrical characters:- 

Distances measured between samples using a measure based on 

skull variant scores are only reliable if the samples being 

compared have been treated in the same way. 	For example it 

is only valid to compare wild-caught animals with one another 

or one lab-bred race with another lab-bred race. 	Because 

these variants are threshold characters and the threshold 

is partly environmentally determined, differences in the 

environment of developing voles seem to have a considerable 

effect on the penetrance of various characters. 	If, for example, 
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wild-caught, lab-bred and British Museum samples of the same 

race are compared the distances between them are as great 

in some cases as those distances between some populations (See 

Table 29). 

Comparing frequencies of some of the characters it is observed 

that the two lab-bred samples I looked at both have a very 

high frequency of foramen pterygoideurn single and processus 

pterygoideus present compared with all wild-caught populations. 

The lab-bred Skomer sample has a high frequency of foramen 

infra-ovale double buL this is very low in the wild-caught 

and absent in the British Museum SK sample. 

Some variants are very different across wild-caught samples 

and very similar across the F1s, e.g. Nos. 9, 16 and 21. 

Perhaps these have thresholds strongly influenced by the 

environment. 	Very few, e.g. No. 23, remain the same in 

wild-caught, F1  and British Museum samples. 

All this indicates that there are differences in the degree 

of genetic and environmental determination for tIeferent 

variants, and suggests that the genetic components influencing 

the manifestation of some of these characters is not strong 

compared with the influence of environmental variables. 

This may account to some extent for the variability in distances 

between wild-caught samples observed using these threshold 

characters compared with the relative consistency using 

metrical characters. 

Tables of the frequencies of all skull variates in the three 

species are in Apnendix B. 
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Table 29 	Distances between wild-caught, lab-reared and British 
Museum samples of Clethrionomys of the same race 

Wild-caught Wild-aught Lab-reared (F1) 

Lab-reared (F1) 	British Museum British Museum 

RS 0.03 PS 	0.07 	PS 0.05 

MU 0.04 MU 	-0.05 	MU 0.06 

SK 0.06 SK 	-0.01 	8K 0.18 

AP 0.06 

MN 0.08 

NH -0.03 

BY -0.03 

NU -0.07 

Wild-caught 
V 

Lab-bred 

8K 	0.07 
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Section 
Summary 

The use of both metrical and non-metrical methods of measurement 

in the calculation of distances or degrees of relatedness 

between populations of Clethriohomys reveals that the island 

sub-species are almost as closely related to each other as the 

mainland populations are. 	The island sub-species show a 

consistent degree of relatedness to the Alpine Clethrionomys 

glareolus nageri. 	The island sub-species are more closely 

related to the nearest mainland samples than to more geographically 

distant mainland samples. 	All these data and evidence from 

breeding experiments suggest the island sub-species are 

descended from a common ancestral stock of nageri-like voles 

with possible more recent introductions to their populations 

from the mainland, of C.g.britannicus 

There is a positive correlation between distances calculated 

using the two methods of metrical measurement r = 0.776 (Fig. 36) 

There are no significant correlations if non-metrical and 

and either metrical methods are compared although a relationship 

is apparent. 	(See Fig. 37 & 38.) 

Apodemus shows no particular pattern in the relative distances 

between populations using these methods. 	Islands are as 

closely related as mainland populations to one another. 

There is no significant correlation between distances using 

the two methods of metrical measurement (Fig. 39 ) nor between 

non-metrical and either metrical method (Fig. 40 & 41). 

The Nicrotus populations were not examined in the same way as 

there were so few sites with large enough samples. 
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CHAPTER VIII 	- 	General Discussion 

It is not an accident or by chance that the first organisms 

studied electrophoretically proved to be highly variable. 

Geneticists depend on variation and were looking for it. 

It is only in the last few years that the biochemical analysts 

have spread their wings and flown over anything like a diverse 

representation of the animal kingdom. 	Since then reports of 

low levels of variability have been frequent if, initially, 

an embarrassment and unexplained. 	Lewontin (1974) reviews 

some of the better substantiated examples but has reservations 

about them. 	Powell (1975)  quotes a few cases and a search 

of more recent literature reveals even more, e.g. Hedgecock 

(1977) in lobsters; Barker and Nulley (1976) in Drosophila; 

Turner (1974)  in Pupfish; Kornfield and Koehn (1975)  .in new 

world cichlids and Metcalf et al (1975)  in Hymenoptera to 

quote a few. 	The low level of protein variation found in 

Clethrionomys in my work is not then so surprising as one 

might originally have thought. 

Considering now the apparent discrepancy between low enzyme 

variability and high skull character variability, and the 

agreement between enzyme and metrical skull variation; a 

search of the literature reveals that neither of these situations 

is uncommon. 	Turner (1974) working on Pupfish species 

(Cyrrinodon) found polymorphism was rare and, using enzyme 

data, found extremely high similarity indices for all pairwise 

comparisons of several species. 	lie says "despite their 

profound morphological differences, it has been extremely difficult 

to demonstrate genetic distinctiveness of any 	1ie-pufish 
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species on other levels of organisation". 	Avise et al (1975) 

find very high biochemical similarity between two species of 

Californian minnow which differ considerably in their morpho- 

logical and ecological attributes. 	Bowers (1971+) finds the 

opposite situation in ieroyscus inaniculatus and Peromyscus 

melanotis where enzyme data reveal genetic differences between 

species but "if morphometric data alone had been used the 

two species would have been considered conspecific". 	However, 

just to confuse the issue, Avise et al (1971+)  working on 

Peromyscus eremecus find "the biochemical dendrograrr corresponds 

very well with previous classifications of Peromyscus based on 

anatomy and ecology". 

Handford and Nottebohm (1976) found a close correlation between 

allozymic and morphological variations in rufous-coloured 

sparrows (Lonotrichia cpensis) but trill variation was 

unrelated to either. 	Other, earlier comparisons of genetic 

and phenetic variation revealed certain degrees of correlation 

e.g. Narshall and Allard (1970 ), working on wild oats. 	Soul 

(1973) found a correlation between enzyme variation and continuously 

varying, obviously polygenic characters in lizards. 	Selander et al 

(1971+) found no such correlation in pocket gophers. 

There have been many different hypotheses put forward to 

explain the various situations encountered in the field from 

founder effects to various types of selections and evolutionary 

strategies adapting organisms to fine or course-grained 

environments, e.g. Selander and Kaufman (1973), Lewontin  (1974). 

Any of these theories may well be true for the organisms in 

question and at a specific level of organisation in the organism 
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but it is fairly obvious that no great unifying theory so far 

has explained the apparently paradoxical facts before us. 

Ayala (197) sug:ests that structural genes may belong to 

several classes and that current techniques for studying protein 

polymorphisms have not sampled the classes of genes contributing 

to morphological differentiation and reproductive isolation 

but Leontin (1974) supports Soule'(1973) who states "we believe 

that the available evidence supports the hypothesis that the 

enzymes and other structural proteins that we and others use 

to estimate genetic variation are, in fact, a representative 

sample of gene products". 	Both arguments are presented 

repeatedly by many authors. 

A universal trend in evolution, "a tendency for life to expand, 

to fill all the available spaces in the liveable environments, 

including those created by the expansion itself" (Simpson, 1949), 

is composed of two parts - expansion or cladogenesis, and 

phyletic movement of organisms along divergent lines. 	What 

current theory is attempting to explain is the position of a 

particular organism on its phyletic limb of the evolutionary 

tree. 	A comparison of variation between groups of organisms 

is analagous to photographing this instant in time after taking 

a cross-section of certain branches of the evolutionary tree. 

ve  can only surmise the adaptive strategies that have led to 

the present situation and can infer very little of how it 

cane about or of the broad view of evolution. 

Several Soviet workers (Ruzhentsev, 1964; Nevesskaya, 1967; 

and Ovcharenko, 1969) have said we should not expect to find 

widespread documentation of gradual change in the fossil record 
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and suggest change tends to be concentrated in species events. 

These ideas have since been enunciated by American workers 

(hidredge and Gould, 1972; and Eldredge, 1971). 	Wilson et al 

(1974) in a series of papers say similar things in different 

words. 	They discuss two types of evolution - regulatory 

evolution and protein evolution. 	Protein evolution goes on at 

about the same rate in all species but regulatory evolution "is a 

process whose rate is variable and which is responsible for 

evolutionary changes in anatomy and way of life" (Wilson, 1axon 

and Sarich, 1974). 	This latter, is the type of evolution 

which accompanies the speciation process and where Wilson (1975) 

states the animals rapidly evolving at the present time are ,  

primates and rodents, this is the sort of evolution he is 

speaking about. 	All animals are evolving phyletically but 

not all are, nor are capable of, evolving cladogenetically. 

Stanley (1975),  in a paper on the tieory of evolution above 

the species level, also discusses two types of evolution, and 

again suggests evolutionary change tends to be concentrated in 

speciation events. 	He says "contrary to the prevailing belief, 

natural selection seems to provide little more than the raw 

material and fine-scale adjustment of láre-scàle evolution. 

The reductionist view that evolution can ultimately be understood 

in terms of genetics and molecular biology is crYy in error. 

e must turn not to population genetics studies of established 

species, but to studies of speciation and extinction in order 

to decipher the higher level process that governs the course 

or evolution". 
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Evolution is a process which moves from the small, undifferentiated 

prototype through and to constraints imposed by the physical and 

biological environment towards various states of greater 

comploxity. 	size is an example, 	i.nirna1a tend to evolve towards  

larger size (Van Valen, 1973; Newall,  1949). 	The ecosystem 

imposes a constraint on the evolution towards r:reoter size and 

organisms either, in general terms, stop evolving there and 

become relicts or go extinct. 	This tends to apply to all 

levels of organisation of animals when they reach a constraint. 

It seems that all evolution proceeds from the small and 

inconspicuous prototypes, e.g. Mammals (Ktfhne, 1968) and other 

vetebrates (Cope, 1616). 	"It is strikingly noticeable from 

the fossil record and from its results in the world around us 

that some time after a rather distinctive new adaptive type 

has developed it often becomes highly diversified" (Simpson, 1 9-53)- 

1 

953). 

Each flush of differentiation at the blossoming pcints of 

cladogenesis must inevitably be accompanied by tue arrival of 

individual new types in niches where both novel constraints 

will be imposed and where old ones may belifted. 	This can 

happen at any level in the organism and the nature and intensity 

of each constraint will allow more or less development of 

variation in a phyletic line. 	Kimura (1977)  has evidence that 

the weaker the functional constraint the higher the evolutionary 

(phyletic) rate in terms of molecular substitutions. 	The 

unique variability of guinea-pig insulin is an example of how 

a lifted constraint on the superficial structure of the molecule 

may have led to its considerable diversification compared with 

the tightly constrained molecule in other organisms. 
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This type of situation accompanies any "quantum jump" (Simpson, 

19+9) or saltational process and the subsequent constraints 

encountered at any level of organisation Drobably hold true 

through time (barring bizarre mutational events which themselves 

may lead to a saltational process) until the next blossom point. 

I believe that bank voles, among many rodents, have just (in 

evolutionary terms) passed through a saltational door. 	They 

were rapidly evolving in fossil times (Kowalski, 1970). 

Through this they lost much of their morphological variation 

within groups; but across groups as a whole they show considerablin- 

variability. 	At some stage in their evolution a constraint 

has been imposed at the enzyme level and another lifted at the 

skull-character level. 	The fine-scale study of these would 

be of interest and add to our understanding of this particular 

species and the constraint process in general. 	I also believe 

that any organism at a similar stage in the evolutionary process, 

such as Peroyscus or Cyprinodon, will reveal comDarable 

situations. 
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APPENDIX A 

Trapping details for each place consist of (a) site descriptions 

(b)trap records 

RAASAY 	O.S. 1" Nap 	Sheet 25 - Portree 

(a) Site descriptions 

Trapping on Raasay took place in two successive years; 1972  and 

1973. 	In 1972  I  tried  seven different sites including one 

main area, Oskaig Old Wood, and in 1973  I went back to this 

main area and retrapped there as well as in one new area. 

1972 

Glen Lodge 	(NG 561361) 

Thirty-one traps were set for two nights, 13-14  September and 

15-16 September,  1972,  along the edge of a path beside a dense 

pine forest and also up into an area of heather and scrub at the 

edge of the forest. 	There were vole runs in the heather and 

long grass. 

Loch a'Nuillin 	(NG 555364) 

This area was old forest above Inverarish School. 	There were 

many dead trees and tree stumps and a new plantation had been 

started four to five years ago. 	Very little else was growing 

there as the surrounding vegetation had been recently sprayed 

with weed-killer and the rhododendron and heather plants were 

somewhat lacking in vigour. 

Twenty-five traps were set in a 5x5 grid for one night, 13-14  

September and then 66 traps set in an 11x6 grid the following 

night. 



ii 

Oskaig Old Wood 	(G 549375) 

This was the main trapping area. 	An old larch forest with a 

very sparse canopy with an understory of bracken, bramble 

and heather. 	It was a steep slope with a lot of dead trees 

and rotting fallen logs. 	(See photo p. iii.) 

Twenty traps were set in a 5x4 grid for one night, 13-14  September, 

and then 80 traps in a. 1Ox8 grid for one night, 18-19 September. 

This grid was moved along the hillside the following day (19-20  

September) and again 20-21 September so a considerable area of 

the wood was eventually covered. 

Brochel 	(G 584462) 

Forty-two traps were set in bracken beside Raasay Forest North. 

There were signs of voles in the long grass below the bracken. 

Traps were left for one night, 16-17 September. 

Crea.chan 	(NG 554383) 

Sixteen traps were set in a 4x4 grid beside the road north of 

Creachan Lodge for one night, 18-19 September. 	They were set 

in deep heather. 	(The first Raasay voles were caught in heather, 

hence the name C.g.erica.) 

Inverarish Beach 	(NG 552358) 

Six traps were set in a line at the edge of the beach on 19-20 

September, 16 traps on 20-21 September and 22 on 21-22 September. 

All the traps were placed at the edge of the pebbles among 

irises, raspberries and alder scrub. 



Photo of the old larch wood at Oskaig, Isle of ]Raasay. 
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Clachan Pier Plantation 	(NG 544365) 

Twenty traps were set in a young plantation on the knoll behind 

Clachan Pier in a 4x5 grid for one night, 21-22 September. 	The 

vegetation was long grass among young spruce trees. 

1973 

Mill Park 	(NG 553360) 

Thirty-two traps were set for one night (26-27 September) in 

a piece of scrub land beside the road along the edge of the 

Parks. 	Young deciduous trees, bracken, nettles and brambles 

predominated. 

The grid in 1973  at site (3), Oskaig Old Wood, overlapped the 

previous year's grid. 	One hundred traps were set for three 

nights, 25-26-27 September. 

The weather throughout the 1972 trapping session was mainly 

fair - sunshine mixed with showers, mainly at night. 	In 1973 

it was wild storms and pouring rain the whole time. 

I was helped in 1972  at sites (1), (4) and (5) by Lorna Done but 

for the rest, and in 1973,  I worked alone. 
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APPLEC}OSS 	O.S. 1" Map Sheet 25 - Portree 

(a) Site descriptions 

Seven trapping areas were used at Applecross, all, except the 

last one, on the Aplecross estate. 	Unfortunately there had 

been a plague of voles the previous summer and poison was laid 

down everywhere where there were young trees. 	As a result there 

were very few small mammals at all to be caught. 

(NG 717463) 

Sixty-four traps were set for 2 nights (16-17-18 June 1973) in 

grid lOx6 plus one row of 4. 	This area was relatively old, 

well-thinned forestry, with heather and blaeberry ground 

cover - what looked like ideal bank vole habitat. 	The weather 

was extremely hot. 

(NG 718/+59) 

Thirty traps were set for one night (16-17 June) in grass, 

bracken and rhododendrons beside the river - a grid of 5x6. 

This grid was then extended for two nights (17-18-19 June), 

the traps being moved further along the river each day into 

more bracken and less rhdodendrons. 	The weather was very hot 

and then pouring with rain. 

(NG 716457) 

Thirty traps were set in a young pine plantation with lush, 

long grass and reed undercover for one night (17-18 June). 

This was a 5x6 grid between te road and the river. 

(NG 724464) 

Thirty-six traps were set in bracken between the road and the 

river for one night (18-19 June). 



viii 

This was an extension of (4) with sixty-four traps set for 

one night (18-19 June) in bracken beside the river in a 12x5 + 

1x4 grid. 	(4) was set in the afternoon and (5) in the evening 

in pouring rain. 

(i'G 723457) 

Fifty traps were set in rough scrub on a slope behind the 

kennels. 	This was a wood cleared some years previously. 

Traps were set in a 10x5 grid for one night (20-21 June). 

ieather was hot. 

(IG 714445) 

Thirty-two traps were set for one night (20-21 June) in scrubby 

ground on a slope behind the home farm in Applecross village in 

a 8x4 grid. 	This was the only area that was not owned and 

poisoned by the Applecross Estate. 

I was helped by Lorna Done on the first night of trapping at 

sites (1) and (2). 	The rest I worked alone. 
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MULL 	O.S. 1" Nap 	Sheet +5 - Sound of Null 

(a) Site descriptions 

There were three trapping areas on Mull - all on the East Coast, 

two miles as the crow flies, from Morvern, across the Sound of 

Mull. 

i) Aros Park 	(NM 517 537) 

This is a large, originally privately owned park which abounds 

in huge trees, rhododendrons and various ornamental shrubs 

all slowly being overgrown with dense bracken. 	Traps were set 

on a steep slope facing a lake in very dense undergrowth of 

bracken and raspberries, with no upper canopy. 

On 34 August 1973  32 traps were set in rows of four; two on 

either side of a narrow grassy path and on 8-9 August 48 traps, 

2+ on either side of the path, were set as a continuation of 

the original grid. 	Traps were all six paces (instead of the 

usual 10) apart. 

Glenforsa 	(NM 592427) 

Traps were set here in a fairly dense birch wood with mainly 

raspberries as an understory. 	It was once the garden ground 

of Glenforsa House. 	On 3-4 August, 30 traps were used in a 

5x6 grid and on 5-6-7 August, 92 traps were set in a grid 8x12 

overlapping the first. 	A ditch and road formed a natural 

boundary to the area. 

Craignure 	(NM 725356) 

Only 16 traps were set here in six rows of three along the side 

of a large forestry plantation in a rough wooded edge to the road 

for one night, 4-5 August. 



The weather was continuous and heavy rainfall throughout this 

trapping period. 	Vegetation was soaking wet and traps had 

to be placed carefully to avoid the accumulation of water 

inside. 

I was helped in all these areas by Dou'glas Bathgate and by 

Charles Hill as well in site (1). 
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MORVERN 	O.S. 1" Nap 	Sheet 45 - Sound of Mull 

(a) Site Descriptions 

The three trapping areas in orvern were as near as possible to 

the Sound of Mull - just across the water from the sites on 

Mull itself. 

Savary 	(NM 643453) 

This area was a piece of scrubby deciduous woodland along the 

edge of a fairly dense forestry plantation. 	Thirty traps were 

set in a rather haphazard fashion in three different parts for 

one night (12-13 August) and then 50 traps were set in a grid. 

Vegetation was mainly willowherb, brambles and raspberries with 

long grass and a lot of fallen dead wood. 

Ardtornish 	(NM 693474) 

Eighty traps were set for one night (16-17 August) on a steep 

slope in thinned forestry with a dense underlayer of bracken, 

brambles and other herbs. 	The slopewent from the main Lochaline 

road down to Loch Aline itself. 	Traps were set at 8-pace intervals. 

Fuinary 	(NM 592481) 

Twenty-five traps were set in dense low scrub vegetation beside 

the road. 	The other boundary of the grid, was a very young 

forstry plantation. 	Vegetation was raspberries, brambles, 

honeysuckle. 	Traps were only set for one night (16-17 August) 

and were at 6-pace intervals. 

Weather was heavy rain interspersed with hot sunshine. 

I was helped in all these areas by Douglas Bathgate. 
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SKONEI? 	O.S. 1" Map 	Sheet 138/151 - Fishguard and Pembroke 

(a) Site Description 

Trapping on Skomer took place between 3rd and 5th September 1973 

with the help of Roger Johnson of Zoology Dept., Edinburgh 

University. 	We only trapped in one place on the recommendation 

of Tim healing, who was well acquainted with the voles on 

the island. 

South Stream Valley 	(SM 720091) 	(see photo P. cvi) 

This valley slopes south towards a stream and a pond and is a 

waving sea of bracken providing ample cover for small mammals. 

Voles seem to have been trapped all over Skomer for years but 

this valley had been relatively neglected by visiting mammalogists 

for some years and was known to be abundant in voles. 

We made a path along the western boundary of our area and set 

100 traps in a lOxlO grid mainly in good bracken cover with an 

understory of wood-sage and various fine grasses. 	Remains of 

bluebells were in evidence. 

Traps were set between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. each day and were 

lifted and examined at the same time the following day. 

he weather was dull but very warm and misty with the sun 

occasionally breaking through. 	No rain but slight drizzle in 

the mornings so the vegetation was damp at first'. 



Photo of South Stream Valley, Isle of Skomer. 
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MARTINIS HAVEN (Mainland Wales) 

O.S. 1" Map 	Sheet 138/151 - Fishguard and Pembroke 

(a) Site Descriptions 

One main area was used here very close to the harbour from 

where boats leave to go to Skomer, and two subsidiary areas. 

Cliff top 	(SM 765092) 

This area was 1/3 mile east along the cliff top from Martin's 

Haven just north of West Hook Farm and overlooking St. Bride's 

Bay. 	There was an abundant and varied vegetation. 	A loUt of 

bracken and brambles with a much more diverse understory than 

on Skomer. 	In parts the vegetation was impenetrable and 

traps had to be set slightly off the grid. 	The cliff path was 

a natural boundary to the grid and 60 traps were set from the 

path to the cliff edge in a 30x2 grid for two successive nights, 

7tn and 8th September 1973- 

West Hook Hedge 	(SM 765092) 

Forty traps were set for one night on either side of banking 

topped by a hedge which ran at right angles to and was 20 metres 

from the cliff top area. 	The banking was densely covered in 

brambles. 

St. Ishmael's 	(SM 833068) 

Twenty traps were set in a wood near St. Ishmael's, about six 

miles inland from Martin's Haven, for one night. 

Weather was blazing hot. 	A cool haze very early in the morning 

and extremely hot days with very little wind and no rain. 

I was helped in sites (i) and (2) by Duncan Turnbull of Edinburgh 

University 2oology Department and he trapped alone at site (3) 

while I was on Skomer. 
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NUTvITJI (Yorkshire) O.S. 1" Map 	Sheet 91 - Ripon 

(a) Site Description 	(SE 231+782) 

The one and only site where I trapped here was on either side 

of a path sloping down to the river Ure. 	The area was a 

young (20-30 years) forestry plantation of Caucasian fir and 

Austrian Pine with a dense undergrowth of bracken, brambles, 

grass, raspberries and willowherb. 

One hundred traps were set for two nights in the same place 

(18-19-20 June 1973)- 

Weather was sunny with sumrer clouds and showers and the 

vegetation was damp in the mornings. 

I was helped here by John Pamsden, a 6th-Form boy from Ripon 

Grammar School. 	 - 

BAiWhILLA1'TY (Kirkcudbrightshire) O.S. 1" Map Sheet 74 - Dumfries 

(a) Site Description 	(NX 722706) 

The trapping area at Barwhillanty was private woodland in the 

grounds of Barwhillanty House. 	It was mainly sycamore witl a 

few conifers, rowans, birch and pine. 	A fairly mature wood with 

a lot of undergrowth of grass, bracken, brambles and raspberries. 

Sixty-four traps were set in a grid 8x8 for one night (27-28 June) 

and then 96 were set in a grid overlapping the first for one 

night (28-29 June). 	These were then moved to the other half of 

the area for the next night (29-30 June). 	The two grids were 

both 8x12. 

ether was very hot and sometimes humid. 	I was helped throughout 

by various children from h±lquhanity School on t',-,is expedition, 

notably Dridgie and Anne. 
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CR1'IGL0CK}iART Golf Course (Edinburgh) 

O.S. 1" Map 	Sheet 62 - Edinburgh 

(a) Site Description 	(NT 234704) 

This area was the south slope of a hill in the middle of 

Craiglockhart Golf Course. 	It was thick grass under hawthorn 

trees with a lot of whin bushes and brambles. 	Fifty traps 

were set in a long grid for two nights (21-22-23 Iiarch, 1973). 

Weather was almost constant wet snow. 	I was helped here by my 

brother-in-law, Douglas Bathgate. 

hOG 	(Edinburgh) 	O.S. 1" Map 	Sheet 62 - Edinburgh 

(a) Site Description 	(NT 206735) 

Thirty two traps were set for two nights (30 April-1-2 May 1973) 

in the whin bushes at the top of the Zoological Park. 

Weather was blustery and several traps were blown shut. 

Several traps were also removed from the area by little boys 

and were later found hidden in a pile. 

CASTLE ROCK 	(Edinburgh) 	O.S. I" Map 	Sheet 62 - Edinburgh 

(a) Site Description 	(NT 251735) 

Twenty traps were set on the slopes of Edinburgh Castle Rock 

for one night (1 May 1973) in long grass and herbs. 
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BUTTEIDEAN 	O.S. 11,  Nap 	Sheet 62 - Edinburgh 

(a) Site Description 	(NT 458728) 

One hundred and eleven traps were set in an llxlO grid in 

butterdean Forest for three nights (8-9-10-11  August  1972). 

The forest in this part was very old larch and pine with young 

spruce planted underneath. 	A lot of heather, bilberries and 

raspberries formed a dense undergrowth. 

'ieather was very hot every day but with heavy dews at night. 

I3utterdean was revisited in 1973  and 72 traps were set for one 

night (27-28 February). 	weather was find and sunny. 	I was 

helped by Chris Doneganof Zoology Department. 

ROSSLYNLEE 	O.S. 1" Nap 	Sheet 62 - Edinburgh. 

(a) Site Description 	(NT 274613) 

Eighty-four traps were set for two nights (5-6-7 November 1973) 

in a grid 21x4 in a young deciduous plantation with scrubby 

undercover. 	Trees were mainly birch and sycamore with 

some beech and ash. 	The area was bounded by the road, a 

field and an old scots pine wood. 

Weather was foggy and cold. 	I was helped here by two Zoology 

students and several animals escaped. 
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APPENDIX B 

Proportions of skull variants 
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